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SURVEY OF THE WHEAT SITUATION 
DECEMBER 1928 TO APRIL 1929 

A L THOUGH the international statistical position conn. tinued easy and changed but little during December
April, wheat prices fluctuated rather widely, but remained at 
the lowest level since 1923-24. Hopes and fears centering 
about an extraordinarily cold winter throughout the Northern 
Hemisphere, which seemed likely to have damaged winter
wheat sowings, led to an increase of prices from early J an
uary to mid-February. It was more marked in Chicago and 
Winnipeg than in Liverpool and Buenos Aires. Thereafter a 
decline occurred, more extensive than the advance; it con
tinued through the first third of May, and was nearly as great 
in Liverpool as in Chicago. The decline seems to have been 
due not only to an accumulation of evidence tending to show 
that winter wheat had not suffered unusual damage in most 
countries, but also to the pressure of extraordinarily heavy 
stocks in exporting countries, especially after the new Argen
tine crop began to move in large volume. 

International trade was of record volume for the season. 
Low prices encouraged importation and consumption, es
pecially in ex-European countries, which imported more 
wheat and flour than ever before. But in spite of the record 
shipments, the accumulation of stocks in exporting countries 
remained extraordinarily large. The prices of representative 
wheats in the United States were relatively too high to per
mit exportation in a volume consistent with the available 
supplies, and here the accumulation of stocks, principally in 
commercial channels, was most noteworthy. The volume of 
world trade for the crop year, as measured by net exports, 
now seems likely to approximate 950 million bushels, by far 
the largest total in history; but year-end stocks also seem 
likely to be of record size. Increased wheat consumption 
seems not to have caught up with increased production. 
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SURVEY OF THE WHEAT SITUATION 
DECEMBER 1928 TO APRIL 1929 

The international statistical position re
mained distinctly easy during the period 
under review, and apparently became 
~JighLly more easy. By late April export
able surpluses for the crop year as a whole 
appeared much the same in size as they 
seemed to he in mid-December, though 
probably somewhat la~ger in vi.ew of ~he 
record crop harvested m Argentma, whIch 
is Jlol yet officially estimated. Import re
quirements also now seem slightly larger 
than they looked to he in mid-December, 
but not enough larger to offset increased 
surpluses. 

If this analysis is cor-

of wheat for food, especially in ex-Euro
pean countries; and wheat consumption for 
feed in Europe was encouraged also hy the 
European shortage of corn. The volume of 
international trade was of record size. Ex
European takings accounted for an excep
tional proportion of the heavy shipments, 
in part because the usual list of ex-Euro
pean importing countries was increased by 
the addition of India. Canada, Argentina, 
and Australia furnished the bulk of the 
exports; despite our good crop and large 
visible supplies, the United States exported 

little. For the crop year 
as a whole, the volume of 

rect, international wheat 
prices might well have 
declined slightly from 
their December level. In 
fact they rose a little in 
January and early Febru
ary, but declined steadily 
thereafter. The advance 
was considerably smaller 
than the subsequent de
cline. Advancing prices 
now appear to have been 

CONTENTS trade now promises to 
approximate 950 million 
bushels, 50 million more 
than our December esti
mate. Despite the heavy 
trade and consumption, 
world stocks of wheat at 
the beginning of April 
were exceptionally large. 
The United States, Can
ada, and Argentina held 
the largest stocks by com-
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due chiefly to exception-
ally cold win ter weather throughout the 
Northern Hemisphere, which aroused ap
prehension of abnormal damage to winter 
wheat; the upward movement was much 
smaller in Liverpool than in Chicago. Bul
lish enthusiasm was more pronounced in 
the United States than elsewhere, partly 
hecause many traders hoped for the pas
sage of legislation which would raise do
mestic wheat prices. The March-April 
decline was coincident with increasingly 
favorable reports of the manner in which 
wintcr-wheat sowings had withstood the 
severe winter; it was greatest in Chicago, 
just as the earlier advance had been. By 
the end of April Liverpool futures prices 
had fallen to the lowest point of the crop 
year, and were close to the lowest point 
reached in post-war years, in 1923-24. 

!{clatively low priees and abundant sup
plIes seem to have encouraged consumption 

Wlllwr STUDIES, Vol. V, No.6, May 1929 

parison with other years; 
hut only in the United Kingdom, Spain, 
Portugal, Asia Minor, and India can March 
stocks be described as distinctly low, while 
in other countries they appear to have been 
average or above. The extraordinarily high 
level of visible supplies in North America 
constituted one of the outstanding features 
of the period under review. The outlook is 
for continued heavy trade and consumption 
in May-July, and also for the largest world 
carryover of post-war years. 

The outlook for the crop of 1929 is of 
course not clear at this season. The area to 
be harvested hids fair to exceed even that 
of 1928, except possibly in Russia; abandon
ment seems to be below average in the 
United States and apparently not much 
above average in Europe. With only an 
average yield per acre, the world wheat 
crop of 1929 may therefore be fairly large, 
and a crop as small as those of 1920-22 and 

[2071 
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1924 seems improbahle. nut unless yield 
per acre is again distinctly exceptional, it 
can hardly exceed the huge crop of 1H28. 
Weather conditions in .June and July, which 
are not predictable, will determine whether 
production in 1929 is to prove above or 
below the average of recent years. Interna
tional prices in the closing months of the 
crop year will fluctuate with changing pros
peets for new crops; but existing heavy 

stocks in exporting countries will continue 
to act as a drag upon upward movements. 

The present survey is written on the basis 
of information available to us on May 10. 
It covers the period December-March with 
respect to developments in international 
trade and stocks, but material for another 
month is included in the discussion of 
prices and of prospects for the crops of 
wheat to be harvested in 1929. 

1. SUPPLY AND DEMAND FOR THE CROP YEAR 

The international statistical position in 
1928-29 remains unmistakably easy. Ac
cumulated evidence on wheat supplies and 
"requirements" suggests that it differs little 
in early May from what it appeared to be 
in mid-December. The margin between ex
portable surpluses and import "require
ments" remains the widest of post-war 
years except 192:3-24, and lies somewhere 
between those of 192::3-24 and 1927-28. Ex
portable surpluses now seem slightly larger 
than they did in Decemher; but import 
"requirements" may be a little larger also. 
If the statistical position has changed at all, 
it appears to have become slightly more 
easy; but the change is not susceptible of 
precise measurement. 

Changes in oIncial estimates of crops 
during the period were unimportant in their 
effect upon the markets. The Canadian 
estimate was raised from ;)01 to ;):34 million 
bushels, the Australian from 1;)4 to 159 
million, the Czecho-Slovakian from 41 to 
48 million, the Polish from 54 to 59 million. 
The .Jugo-Slavian estimate was reduced 
from 105 to 96 million, the Spanish from 
130 to 123, and the Algerian from ;34.0 to 
31 .5. Other changes were trifling in amount. 
The first oIncial estimates of the Danish and 
Swedish crops were 12.1 and 19.5 million 
bushels respectively, the largest outturns in 
history; the crop of Uruguay was placed at 
15.2 million bushels, the largest in any year 
except 1927; and the crop of New Zealand 
was unofficially estimated at about 8 mil
lion bushels, some 1.5 million below the 
good crop of 1927. No official estimate of 
the Argentine crop has yet appeared, ap
parently because of changes in the staff of 
the ministry of agriculture, following the 

inauguration of a new political administra
tion. 

Tahle 1 summarizes the latest available 
oIncial estimates of the wheat crops of 1928 
in comparison with those of earlier years. 
Italicized figures represent our own adjust
ments of oflicial data, except that, in the 
complete absence of oIlicial reports, the 
figure for the Argentine crop of 1928 has 
been reached on other grounds. According 
to these data, the world crop (ex-Russia, 
China, and Asia Minor) approximates 3,795 
million bushels, over 200 million bushels 
larger than that of 1927, which was pre
viously the largest post-war crop. India 
and Spain are the only large wheat-produc
ing countries which had short crops in 1928; 
most countries harvested crops above aver
age in size, and many (including Canada, 
Argentina, and possibly Australia) secured 
record outturns. Of the several continents, 
North and South America and Australia 
secured the biggest harvests as compared 
with earlier years. Europe had a distinctly 
good one; Asia and Africa had poor ones. 
The zone of comparatively poor yield per 
acre ran across northern Africa and Asia 
Minor, and eastward into India and ap-
parently China. . 
The crop estimates for 1928 included in 

the table are subject to revision in latcr 
mouths. No striking alterations are in pros
pect, but the world wheat crop of 1928 may 
finally prove slightly larger than is indi
cated by Table 1. Preliminary estimates of 
disposition for 1928-29 afford no grounds 
for questioning the substantial accuracy of 
the standing oflicial estimate for the United 
States crop, 903 million bushels. The Aus
tralian estimate of 159 million bushels, 
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however, is perhaps nearly 10 million bush
els too low, according to apparently official 
advices1 not yet confirmed by the United 
States Department of Agriculture, whose 
figures are employed in Table 1. The fig
ures for Argentina and Canada require 
more detailed comment. 

The crop of Argentina, which we carry 
at 300 million bushels, may vary consider-

million bushels. Since the export data do 
not afford convincing indications that Ar
gentina produced as much as 320 million 
bushels, but suggest a crop larger than 
275 million, we employ the intermediate 
rounded figure of 300 million. 2 

The Canadian official estimate of 534 
million bushels seems likely to prove too 
low. From August 1 to March 31 about 450 

TABLE l.-\VHEAT PRODUCTION IN PRINCIPAL PRODUCING AlIEAS, PIlE-WAR AND POST-WAIl* 

(Million bushels) 

oo_~_=~~ ~~-;=====:==-I-~I ~r~= I I I Northern I 'I ! Southern! 
Year United Canada Soviet Low!'r Otlwr North India Japan. Hemisphere Argen- Aus- i HI'ml- I World 

3~ate8 ___ Russia ,Danube"1 J,urope l'~rlca ____ Chosen ex-Russlab ~I traJla I "ph"re ICX-Russlab 
-----

1~20 ..... . 
1!J21. .... . 
1!J22 ..... . 
1923 ..... . 
1924 ..... . 
1!J25 ..... . 
1!J26 ..... . 
1927 ..... . 
1!J28 ..... . 

833 
815 
8G8 
797 
8M 
700 
870 
878 
903 

263 
301 
400 
474 
275 
130 
115 
480 
534 

419 
472 
730 
820 
749 
860 

172 
212 
224 
260 
204 
296 
294 
278 
355 

774 
1,002 

815 
989 
846 

1,094 
910 
983 

1,036 

71 
88 
71 

106 
8.5 [ 

105 
90 

106 
103 

378 
250 
3G7 
372 
3G1 
331 
325 
335 
289 

41 
40 
40 
35 
35 
40 
39 
40 
42 

2,550 
2,725 
2.800 
3,050 
2.685 
3.010 
2,955 
3.115 
3,275 

15G 
l!H 
18G 
248 
191 
191 
221 
275 
sao 

14G 
129 
109 
12.5 
!G5 
115 
]61 

I 117 
! 159 

350 I 2,900 
376 
354 
427 
407 
360' 
43.5' 
160' 
520' 

3,100 
3.155 
3.475 
03,090 
3.370" 
3.390' 
3.575c 

3,795" 
Averug'1' 

1909-VL .. 
1923-27 ... 

G90 
822 

197 
115 

759" 
638 

330 
266 

1,017 
964 

93 [' 352 Ii 

98 i 345 
32 
38 

2.725 I 
2,960 

i 
147 ' 90 ,280 3,004 

136 I 118 i 3,380 
I 

225 

* Summarized from most recent official data for individual countries (see Appendix Table I), as reported by the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, but figures in italics represent our adjustments for apparent underestimates of crops, as 
shown in Appendix Table XI. for years prior to 1928. Italieized figure for Argentina in 1928 represents our approxi
mation. Totals exclude China, Asia Minor, Brazil. _ and a 11 umber of small producers. All estimates are for areas within 
post-war boundaries. 

a Hungury. Bulgaria, Roumania •. Jugo-Slavia. 
b Rounded figures. 
'Includes our estimate for Peru. 

ably from that figure. Early in January 
Broomhall's agent in Argentina placed the 
crop at 312 to 320 million bushels. The 
Times of Argentina, as late as March 11, 
estim~ted the exportable surplus as around 
6.75 million tons, which would imply a crop 
of around 320 million bushels. Shipments 
from Argentina during February-March, 
when most of the wheat must have come 
from the new crop, were of almost the same 
size this year as last. Since lower prices 
must have served to curtail exportation this 
year in so far as they affected it at all, one 
may infer from these data that this year's 
crop was larger than that of 1927, which 
appears to have reached or exceeded 275 

1 Reported in Northwestern Miller, April 3, 1929. 
2 The United States Department of Agriculture esti

Ill,ate of the Argentine crop. as secured from analyses 
of weather conditions. yield, and acreage, stands at 
255 million bushels. 

d Includes our estimate for Peru and Chile. 
e Regarded us too low by some Soviet ofIleials, whose 

estimate is 908 million bushels. 

million bushels had been delivered to rail
ways by farmers in the Prairie Provinces; 
there were 60.5 million bushels left on 
farms; and at least 40 million bushels must 
be allowed for wheat fed on farms, de
livered to country mills, and delivered in 
the other provinces of Canada during Aug
ust-March. The total is 550 million bushels 
presumably accounted for out of a crop 
placed at 534 million. A similar result ap
pears if one bases the calculation upon the 
inward carryover, net exports to March 31, 
disappearance for food and feed to March 
31, and stocks on March 31. One may rea
sonably expect that the Canadian official 
crop estimate for 1928 will be revised up
ward; but the increase is not likely to be as 
large as that for the 1927 crop, which was 
raised from 440 to 480 million bushels on 
the first occasion that a Canadian "final" 
(January) estimate has ever been altered. 
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With respect to quality, crops appear 
much as they did in December, distinctly 
good in most countries except Canada. In 
the United States, the spring bread-wheat 
crop was of especially good quality, though 
good milling qualities of amber durum were 
scarce; winter wheat was moderately good, 
though there was much bleached and some 
bin-burnt grain. European countries gen
erally had crops of good quality, much 
better than those of 1927. The new Argen
tine crop is reported to be of excellent 
quality, and wheat weighing 64 pounds to 
the measured bushel is distinctly common. 
The new Australian crop is apparently even 
better in quality than that of 1927. F.a.q. 
standards of 61 % and 62 pounds per mea
sured bushel were established in Victoria 
and South Australia, the same as in 1927; 
but the standard for New South Wales was 
set at 63 pounds for 1928 as against 60 
pounds for 1927. 

The Canadian crop has consisted of the 
lower grades to a slightly greater extent 
even than in September-November; wheat 
grading No.5, No.6, and feed has consti
tuted 39 per cent of inspections in Septem
ber-March, as against the previously high
est percentage of 13.1 in 1924-25. But so 
far as may be judged by a comparison of 
the distribution by grades in the total in
spections with the distribution by grades 
of the wheat remaining in store at the end 
of March, the lower grades have moved into 
consumption about as rapidly as the higher 
grades. The evidence suggests that markets 
have been found for these lower grades 
even at rather smaller price discounts than 
prevailed in the preceding four years, and 
that most of this wheat has been used to 
make flour rather than animal feed. Most 
European countries have imported liberal 
quantities of No.5; many have imported 
No.6; and Japan and China have imported 
much No.6 and feed as well as much flour 
made largely from these grades. The Ori
ental market for No. 6 was sufficiently 
active to give rise to higher prices at Van
couver than could be obtained at Winnipeg. 
The official estimate of wheat unmerchant
able, issued April 16, was 5 per cent of the 
crop of 1928 as against 6 per cent of the 
crop of 1927. Thus wheat presumably fed 
to animals on Canadian farms amounts to 

much the same figure this year as last, since 
this year a smaller percen tage was unmer
chantable while the crop was larger. The 
view (expressed in our December survey) 
that the great bulk of the lower grades of 
wheat must be regarded as a part of the 
world's supply of bread wheat, and a part 
capable of affecting bread-wheat prices, 
now seems to be confirmed. 

CHANGES IN THE STATIS'l1CAL POSITION 

During the period under review, the 
trade press both in the United States and 
in Europe has occasionally sought to ascribe 
the firmness of prices in .January and Feb
ruary in part to increasing tightness (or 
diminishing ease) in the international sta
tistical position-to a reduction in the ap
parent margin between exportable sur
pluses and import "requirements," a reduc
tion due to the appearance of larger 
"requirements" than had earlier been an
ticipated. It is of course impossible to trace 
with precision changes in traders' opinions 
respecting the international statistical posi
tion, though opinions doubtless have their 
effect upon short-time fluctuations in wheat 
prices. So far as the statistical evidence 
itself is a criterion, there seems to be little 
reason to suppose that the international 
statistical position has undergone any 
marked change between mid-December and 
mid-April. 

During the intervening months the ac
cumulation of data has tended to confirm 
our mid-December analysis of supplies 
available in the major exporting countries. 
The crops of Canada and the United States 
still appear to approximate 1,450 million 
bushels; and the view that most of Canada's 
crop is mill able for one purpose or another 
is now more generally accepted. The Aus
tralian crop still seems to be 160 million 
bushels, perhaps a little larger. The Argen
tine crop, however, which we placed at a 
figure (then described as distinctly con
servative) of 250 million bushels, noW 
seems nearer to 300 million. In our judg
ment the total 1928-29 exportable surplus 
in these four countries may be said to ap
pear somewhere around 25 million bushels 
larger than it did in mid-December. Ap
parently some reduction has occurred in 
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the probable exportable surpluses of the 
minor exporting countries. The crop esti
mates of Jugo-Slavia and Algeria were re
duced, though reduction of the former was 
allowed for in our mid-December analysis; 
and the evidence suggests that domestic 
consumption of wheat for food and feed 
has proved larger throughout the Danube 
countries than seemed likely four months 
ago. All told, reductions in the surpluses of 
the minor exporting countries now appear 
partially to have offset increases in the ap
parent surpluses of the major exporting 
countries. Thus, the international position 
has not significantly changed with respect 
to total exportable surpluses, though these 
appear a little larger than they did in mid
December, in part because slightly smaller 
allowances ought now to be made for do
mestic utilization of wheat for feed in Can
ada and the United States than were made 
in our December survey. 

Import "requirements" are far more dif
ficult to evaluate. The term itself is ambig
uous, as we have often had occasion to 
observe. In the present year its ambiguity is 
particularly unfortunate. The demand for 
wheat is always partially inelastic, or of 
such a nature that approximately the same 
quantities will be purchased whatever the 
price; and it is partially elastic, or of such 
a nature that much larger quantities will 
he purchased at low than at high prices. 
In the usage of the trade, the term "require
ments" seldom carries this significant dis
tinction; "requirements," indeed, are usu
ally estimated by reference to the volume 
of international trade, actually recorded or 
in prospect. Thus the record volume of 
trade which had already transpired in 
1 H28-29 was often referred to as evidence 
that higher prices were in prospect, despite 
the fact that this exceptionally large move
ment was clearly in great part the result of 
heavy shipments to ex-European countries 
where demand for wheat may be described 
with assurance as relatively elastic. 

Some evidence has appeared which sug
gests that, in so far as import "require
~ents" for the crop year have changed dur
mg the past four months, they have become 
somewhat larger. About the only tangible 
new factor making for a decrease in ap
parent world import requirements was the 

appearance of revised estimates of wheat 
and rye crops in Europe. Net increases in 
the estimates of the wheat crop in Europe 
outside of Russia and the Danube countries 
amounted to 16 million bushels; estimates 
of the rye crop now stand only 7 million 
bushels higher than they stood in mid
December, reductions in the estimates for 
Spain and the Baltic states being offset by 
increases in the Polish and Czecho-Slovak
ian estimates. A more intangible factor 
making for smaller requirements is the fact 
that Russia has failed to appear as an im
porter, despite frequently reiterated state
ments in the trade press that she must be 
expected to do so. 

Against these developments can be set a 
group of influences making for larger im
port requirements than seemed probable 
in December. The extraordinarily cold 
winter in Europe perhaps stimulated bread 
consumption generally, though prevalence 
of influenza in France at least may have 
acted in the contrary direction. A secondary 
result of the extreme cold was unusually 
extensive damage to potatoes stored in pits 
throughout central Europe, and hence some 
indirect encouragement to wheat consump
tion; but recent advices from Germany 
state that damage proved much less than 
had been feared. Another factor was the 
modification of milling restrictions or tariff 
duties by several countries. In December 
Spanish regulations were altered to permit 
admixture in flour of a greater proportion 
of imported with domestic wheat; Syria 
and Poland lowered duties or relaxed re
strictions on imported wheat; and in March 
the Greek duties were reduced. These en
couragements to wheat consumption were 
in addition to the relaxation of milling 
regulations in France and Italy which was 
mentioned in our December survey. Again, 
the mediocre prospects for the new Argen
tine corn crop may have acted to tighten the 
European situation, somewhat furthering 
substitution of wheat for corn and other 
feed grains; and net decreases in the esti
mates of European crops of corn, barley, 
and oats were 70 million bushels. Finally, 
the outlook for India's wheat crop now be
ing harvested turned rather unfavorable, 
and perhaps served to increase the quan
tity of wheat which India could be expected 
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to import in the crop year 1928-29, or at 
least to diminish the possibility that she 
might export appreciable quantities in June 
and July 1929. 

Obviously one cannot assign to any of 
these factors a numerical effect on import 
requirements for 1928-29. But their effect 
was doubtless somewhat to increase ap
parent demand for wheat in the technical 
economic sense, presumably by more than 
net upward revisions of wheat and rye crop 
estimates in importing countries would 
tend to decrease it. Hence we conclude 
that, while both exportable surpluses and 
import requirements have increased slightly 
during the period under review, the margin 
between them appears not much different 
in mid-April from what it appeared in mid
December. Conceivably the margin may 
have widened slightly, but certainly not ap
preciably enough to justify decidedly lower 
international wheat prices than have pre
vailed. The upward course of prices in 
January and February is in our judgment 
to be ascribed to other factors than a change 
in the international statistical position. 

PROBABLE NET EXPORTS 

Even with accumulated data upon trade, 
stocks, and crops in the exporting coun
tries, estimates of probable net exports for 
the crop year 1928-29 remain subject to a 
fairly wide margin of error. Enough infor
mation is available, however, to suggest 
that revisions of our December estimates 
are desirable. These appear in Table 2 in 
comparison with Broomhall's estimates of 
probable shipments and with the United 
States Department of Agriculture's esti
mates of net exports for the crop year July
June. 

Despite the large crop and huge visible 
supplies, net exports from the United States 
(July-June) now seem likely to reach only 
about 140 million bushels, some 15 million 
less than our December estimate. During 
the preceding seven years April-June net 
exports have constituted from 91 to 182 per 
cent of January-March net exports, or 91 
to 136 per cent if we exclude the year 1926, 
when the transition from a distinctly short 
crop to a distinctly good one gave rise to 
unusually heavy exportation in April-June. 
Net exports in January-March 1929 were 

21.8 million bushels. In so far as the sea
sonal movement of net exports in recent 
years is a useful criterion, one may expect 
April-June net exports in 1929 to range be
tween 20 and 40 (more probably between 
20 and 30) million bushels. In view of the 
small exports thus far reported for April, 
heavy exportable surpluses available in 
Canada anv Argentina, the continued low 

TABLE 2.-FoRECASTS OF PROBABLE NET EXPORTS BY 
EXPOHTING COVN'rnms IN 1928-29* 

(Million bushels) 

Broomhall V.S.D.A. F.R.I. 
Exporting area 0.,. I F.,. Dec. Feb. Dec. May 

20 12 20 20 20 1 
-- -

United States. 136 136 200-220 150-175 155 140 
Canada ...... 368 400 345-390 375-400 420 430 
Argentina .... 184 192 125-160 160--185 160 215 
Australia ..... 96 96 75-85 90-100 100 115 
Russia a a a a ...... . ... ... ..... ...... ... ... 
Danube basin /, . 40 40 65-90 31-47 50 40 
India a a a a a a ....... . ... ... ..... ...... ... . .. 
Others ....... 16 16 2-5' 2-5" 15" 10' 

Total ...... 840 880 812-950 I 808-912 900 950 

• For crop year August-.Tuly, except U.S.D.A. estimates 
and F.R.I. estimates for United States exports, which are 
for thc year JUly-.June. Broomhall's figures are for prob
ahle shipments. Dots ( .. ) indicate items for which no 
estimate was made. 

" Net import. 
• Houmania, Bulgaria, Hungary, and Jugo-Slavla. 
'Algeria and Tunis. 
"Algeria only. 
• Algeria, Morocco, Tunis, Chile. 

level of prices with United States prices 
still out of line with import markets, we 
assume that April-June net exports bid fair 
to fall in about the middle of the indicated 
range, probably not much exceeding 25 
million bushels. Since July-March net ex
ports were only 113 million, total net ex
ports (including an allowance of 2 or 3 
million bushels shipped to possessions) will 
probably approximate 140 million for the 
July-June crop year. The figure may run 
higher if American prices quickly return to 
a level facilitating exportation, especially 
because railway freight rates on wheat des
tined for export have been reduced. Au
gust-July net exports may well exceed the 
JUly-June figure because exports in July 
1928 were unusually small, and because 
stocks in commercial channels are excep
tionally large. 
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Canadian net exports, on the other hand, 
seem likely to reach about 430 million bush
els, some 10 million more than our Decem
ber estimate. The seasonal movement of 
Canadian net exports seems to afford a less 
satisfactory basis for estimating the size of 
the end-year movement than is true of the 
United States; but the relation between Ca
nadian stocks on March 31 and April-July 
nel exports has proved fairly constant dur
ing post-war years of large Canadian wheat 
crops. During such years April-July net 
exports have ranged from 47 to 52 per cent 
of total Canadian stocks on March 31, and 
these figures suggest that net exports of 
115 to 127 million bushels may be expected 
in April-July this year. Since 314 million 
had been exported during August-March, 
the total for the year will probably lie be
tween 429 and 441 million bushels; and we 
employ 430 million as a reasonable figure. 
Canadian railway freight rates were also 
reduced to meet the American; but existing 
congestion at Montreal and canals feeding 
this port suggests that the outward move
ment in May at least will perhaps prove 
moderate, size of crop and stocks con
sidered. 

Any estimate of the probable April-July 
movement from Argentina must remain 
scarcely more than a guess, in the absence 
of an official estimate of the crop, and of 
official net export statistics for the months 
of December, January, and March. More
over, the seasonal movement in past years 
has been far from consistent, with varia
tions attributable to an extremely complex 
group of circumstances. During the pre
ceding six years, net exports during the 
months of January-March have constituted 
anywhere from 45 to 64 per cent of net ex
ports during January-July. On this basis, 
sinee January-March exports were about 
85 million bushels this year, one may ex
pect January-July exports to range between 
135 and 190 million, and April-July exports 
between 50 and 105 million. Perhaps some
thing like the middle of this range, around 
77 million, is as appropriate an estimate as 
the data justify. Net exports during Au
gust-March have approximated 140 million 
bushels, perhaps a little more; hence the 
t~)tal for August-July may reach 215 mil
hon bushels, or 55 more than our December 

estimate. Our earlier estimate, however, 
was admittedly conservative; and our pres
ent estimate is to be regarded merely as the 
middle of a wide range. Argentina may ex
port fully 10 per cent more or 10 per cent 
less than 215 million bushels of wheat dur
ing the crop year 1928-29; in either event 
the total would constitute a new record. 

Australia may usually be counted upon 
to export a little less wheat and flour in 
April-July than in January-March. In 1925 
and 1927, when available supplies were 
similar in size to those of the present year, 
January-March exports were 56 and 45 mil
lion bushels respectively, and April-July 
exports were 49 and 45 million. This year, 
however, lower prices have prevailed and 
the harvest was somewhat early; hence 
April-July net exports will probably prove 
smaller in relation to January-March ex
ports than was true in those years. Some 35 
million bushels more or less - probably 
more, so far as the seasonal movement of 
past years is a satisfactory guide-may be 
exported in April-July, as against 53 mil
lion in January-March. Since exports in 
August-March were about 79 million bush
els, the probable total movement for the 
crop year, in rounded figures, may reach 
115 million or more. This figure is 15 mil
lion above our December estimate. It im
plies either stocks on August 1 improbably 
low in view of the low level of international 
wheat prices, or (more probably in the 
light of recent advices) a crop larger than 
159 million bushels. 

Among the minor exporting countries, 
India and Russia seem certain to furnish 
no net exports in 1928-29. The Danube 
countries, in spite of wheat crops appar
ently no smaller than they appeared to be 
in mid-December, have exported less than 
seemed probable at that time. Although net 
export data are incomplete, less than 30 
million bushels of wheat and flour seem to 
have been exported from Hungary, Jugo
Slavia, Roumania, and Bulgaria in the first 
seven months of the crop year. Since ex
ports from these countries tend to decline 
in the latter months of each year, net ex
ports in 1928-29 seem unlikely to exceed 40 
million bushels, a figure 10 million below 
our December estimate. Fragmentary data 
suggest further that net exports from AI-
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geria, Morocco, Tunis, and Chile are more 
likely to approximate 10 than 15 million 
bushels. 

All told, world net exports now appear 
likely to approximate 950 million bushels 
rather than ~)OO million, our December es
timate-which, however, was set forth as 
a conservative one, especially with regard 
to the probable exports of Argentina and 
Australia. The toLal is much higher than 
Broomhall's standing estimate (published 
February 12) of probable shipments, 880 
million bushels; but net exports always 
exceed shipments, and Broomhall has re
cently expressed the opinion that his esti
mate might he moderately exceeded.1 Our 
estimate exceeds the middle of the range 
of the United States Department of Agri
culture's estimate of July-June net exports 
(as published on February 26) by 90 mil
lion bushels. The differences arise princi-

paUy from the fact that we regard the crops 
of Argentina, Australia, and Canada as con
siderably larger than the Department seems 
to do; but our methods of estimation also 
differ. Despite differences in detail, all ob
servers substantially agree that the volume 
of international trade in 1928-29 will prove 
by far the largest in history. If net exports 
approximate 950 million bushels, the total 
will exceed that of 1!l27-28 by around 130 
million bushels and that of 1926-27, when 
net exports were previously largest, by 
about 100 million. Approximately 675 mil
lion bushels had been exported between 
August 1 and March 31. The movement in 
the last third of the crop year is likely, as 
usual, to fall below a third of the year's 
total; and trade is not likely to prove so 
large in contrast with earlier years (espe
cially 1923-24 and 1926--27) as it was in 
August-November and December-March. 

II. INTERNATIONAL TRADE 

International trade during December
March displayed much the same striking 
features as appeared in August-November. 
Exporting countries as a whole shipped 
record quantities of wheat and flour. An 
unusual proportion of the shipments came 
from Canada, Argentina, and Australia. 
The United States exported very little con
sidering the size of her crop. The same was 
true of the Danube countries. India was a 
net importer rather than a net exporter, 
and Russia shipped practically nothing. 
Prevailing low prices furnished a stimulus 
to importation-most considerably in ex
European countries, where demand is rela
tively elastic, and least noticeably in west
ern Europe, where demand is less elastic. 

According to Broomhall's shipments data 
summarized in Table 3, some 346 million 
bushels of wheat and flour were shipped 
overseas in 17 weeks of the December
March period. This is over 15 per cent 
more than was shipped in 1926-27, when 
the movement in December-March was pre
viously largest. In that year, moreover, 
shipments in the second third of the year 
received a stimulus not present this year; 
for the August-November movement had 

1 Corn Trade News, Apdl 3, 1929. 

been curtailed by exceptionally high ocean 
freight rates, so that shipments in subse
quent months in part represented the mak-

TABLE 3.-INTERNATIONAL WHEAT AND FLOUR SHIP

MENTS (BHOOMHALL) BY DESTINATIONS* 

(Million bushels) 

Dcecmbcr-March (17 weeks) August-March (34 weeks) 

Year I '1'0 I Tocx· 'ro 'ro ex-
'J'ota) Europe Europc 'rotal Europo Europe 

------ ---~-.------------

1!)20-21. . 181.4 H>1.9 1G.5 355.6 326.9 28.7 
1!J21-22 .. 223.6 18f).8 42.8 441.0 365.4 75.6 
1!J22-23 .. 225.!J l!JG.O 2!).!J 444.7 385.2 59.5 
1!J23-24 .. 270.1 203.0 fi7.1 4!J2.0 380.5 111.5 
1!J24-25 .. 272.0 2'12.1 2!J.9 527.0 470.5 56.5 
1925-2fi .. 234.7 ] 75.f; 59.1 442.2 342.3 9!J.9 
1!J2G-27 .. 2!J9.1 252.8 4f;.3 

1

531
.
9 449.1 82.8 

1827-28 .. 272.7 222.!) 4!J.8 524·6 443.8 80.8 
1D28-2!J .. 346.1 245.:J 100.8 I 64D .2" 489.5" 15D.7" 

Average 
1!Jf)!J-14 .. 18D.D lfil. !) 28.0 

1
406 .5 353.0 53.5 

1!J23-28 .. 269.7 21!J.3 50.4 I 503.5 417.2 86.3 

* Data from Broomhall's Corll Trade News. 
a Tllirty-five weeks. 

ing Up of arrears. Shipments to Europe of 
245 million bushels in December-March 
1928--29 were decidedly large, but not so 
strikingly so as total shipments. In 1926-27, 
indeed, more wheat was sent to Europe, 
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and in 1924-25 almost as much. The ex
ceedingly large total movement in Decem
ber-March was due principally to record 
shipments of 101 million bushels to ex
European countries - 34 million bushels 
more than in 1 !J2H-24, when these countries 
previously imported most heavily, and 51 
million more than in 1H27-28. 

If we employ trade figures covering two
thirds rather than one-third of the crop 
year, the huge volume of trade in 1!)28-2H 
is even more striking, even with allowance 
for the fact that we include shipments for 
:15 weeks in lH28-2H as against 34 weeks in 
other years. Total shipments of nearly 650 
million hushels have already heen re
corded. This is a larger quantity than was 
shipped during the whole crop year in 
1!)20-21 or 1921-22, and it is within 30 mil
lion bushels of the total quantities shipped 
during twelve months in 1H22--23 or in 
1!J25-26. 

Certain contrasts with August-March 
shipments in earlier years are illuminating. 
This year prices were somewhat higher 
than in 1923-24, and the wheat crops of 
European importing countries in the aggre
gate were somewhat larger; hence if other 
things were equal, one would expect Eu
ropean imports to be smaller in 1928-29 
than in 1923--24. But Europe has already 
taken over 100 million bushels more wheat 
in August-March than in the same period 
of 1923--24. "Other things" have not been 
equal. In particular, population and per 
capita consumption of wheat, which has in
creased partly because of increasing pros
perity, have increased. Nearly 50 million 
bushels more of wheat and flour were 
shipped to ex-European countries in Au
gust-March 1928-29 than in the same period 
of 1923-24. This increase is attributable in 
part to similar factors difficult of measure
ment, but in part to the fact that India 
(shipments to which totaled 23 million 
bushels this year) was a net exporter in 
1()23-24, but a net importer in 1928-29. 

Lower prices constitute an important 
(though not the only) reason why August
March shipments to Europe in 1928-29 
have proved around 10 per cent larger than 
in 1 \}27-28. Even with liberal allowance for 
the unknown annual increment in "re
quirements" due to population growth and 

increasing per capita consumption, one 
could hardly expect European countries to 
import more wheat this year than last at 
equivalent prices; for this year's wheat 
crop was both larger ri"nd of better quality, 
and so was the crop of rye. Lower prices 
undoubtedly account for a moderate pro
portion of the increased takings of Europe 
thus far in 1 H28-2H. But another factor was 
the smaller crops of corn and of potatoes, 
their aggregate decrease (around 450 mil
lion bushels) being more than sutHcient to 
offset the aggregate increase (around 75 
million bushels) in the crops of harley and 
oats. One cannot describe the European 
feed grain situation as distinctly tight this 
year, except with respect to corn; but it was 
presumably such as to encourage more 
feeding of wheat to animals this year than 
last. A third factor is the greater need of 
Turkey for wheat; Broomhall's figures in
clude shipments to Turkey, though the 
country as a whole should appear among 
the list of ex-European nations. 

Heavier ex-European importations in 
1928-29 have been due in considerable part 
to India's short crop, which accounts for 
around a fourth of the increase; somewhat 
to the shorter crop in Egypt, Asia Minor, 
and possibly China; to a smaller rice crop 
in the Orient; to growth of population and 
per capi ta consumption; but above all, so 
far as one can measure the various in
fluences, to lower prices. Lower prices seem 
clearly to have exerted a greater influence 
on ex-European than on European trade. 

The course of trade, expressed in the 
three-week moving averages of Broom
hall's weekly shipments data, is shown in 
Chart 1 (p. 216). The usual decline oc
curred in December with the close of navi
gation on the Great Lakes. The subsequent 
rise was timed a little earlier than usual, but 
seems to have reflected an unusually large 
overseas movement from Canadian stocks 
stored in eastern lake and Atlantic ports 
rather than an unusually heavy seasonal 
movement from Argentina or Australia, 
though these countries both shipped excep
tionally large quantities, and in Australia 
at least the harvest was early. Shipments 
reached their greatest height in the first two 
weeks of February, in each of which the 
total was 23 million bushels. Until the 
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present year weekly shipments of more 
than 20 million bushels were distinctly un
common; hut in the 18 weeks ending March 
ao, shipmenls exceeped 20 million bushels 
in each of 12 weeks.' 

CIJAHT 1.~-INTEHNAT[()NAL SHIPMENTS OF WHEAT 
AND FLOUll, WEEKLY, 1923-24, AND 

FHOM AUGUST 1926* 
I.lJilIioll bushels,' :I-week 1II0vill{j uveru{je) 

22 ,II. 

J / -_V i\. 19~6-2'7 
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• Broomlwll's data, from the Corn Trade New .•. 

DISTRIBUTION OF IMPORTS 

The effect of lower wheat prices in in
creasing imports in 1928-29 over those of 
1927-28 may be analyzed in more detail by 
reference to statistics of net imports, of 
crop production, and of Broomhall's ship
ments by destinations. 

Broomhall's shipments by European des
tinations in August-March2 1927-28 and 
H)28-29 were as follows, in million bushels. 

August-March 
1927-28 1928-29 

Destination (81 weeks) (35 weeks) 

Orders ................... 91 .3 99.4 

llnited Kingdom ......... . 
France ................. . 
Italy .................... . 
Germany" ............... . 
Belgium ................. . 
Holland ................. . 
Scandinavia ............. . 
Greece" ................. . 
Spain" .................. . 
Austria" .............. , .. . 

109.7 
19.5 
44.9 
47.3 
43.0 
53.5 
13.8 
9.8 
1.7 
9.2 

Total .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 443.8 
a Includes Poland and Czecho-Slovakia. 
"Includes Turkey. 
"Includes Spanish colonies and Portugal. 
d Includes Malta. 

109.6 
30.1 
51.9 
47.6 
39.3 
49.9 
19.4 
14.7 
15.6 
12.0 

489.7 

These data constitute a somewhat unsatis
factory guide, since there is no way of 
ascertaining the final destination of wheal 
shipped to Europe for orders. They serve, 
however, to emphasize the significant facls. 
According to these data, considerable in
creases in imports have occurred in France, 
Italy, the Scandinavian countries, Greece 
and Turkey, Spain and Portugal, and Aus
tria. There appears to have been little 
change in the imports of the United King
dom and Germany (including Poland and 
Czecho-Slovakia), and a moderate decrease 
in the imports of Belgium and Holland. 

Net import statistics covering the period 
August-February in the main confirm 
Broomhall's data, but with some qualifica
tions. Such data show that Germany, 
Czecho-Slovakia, Poland, Switzerland, Hol
land, and Belgium have all imported (net) 
less wheat and flour this year than last; for 
these countries August-February net im
ports totaled 101.5 million bushels as 
against 124.6 million in 1927-28. But the 
fact that lower prices have encouraged im
portation is apparent when we consider 
that wheat and rye crops in these countries 
were over 140 million bushels larger this 
year than last, and of much better quality. 
The stimulus of low prices is also apparent 
with regard to the Scandinavian and Baltic 
countries. Here the wheat crops totaled 
43.0 million bushels in 1928 and only 31.4 
million in 1027; but net imports in August
March 1 H28-29 have reached 25.1 million 
bushels as against 20.4 million in the same 
period of 1927-28. In part, however, in
creased imports in these countries were due 
to slightly smaller crops of rye. 

French imports also appear to hav~ been 
stimulated by lower prices, though in the 
absence of comparable net import statistics" 
the conclusion that August-March imports 
were larger this year than last must rest 
upon Broomhall's shipments data. France 
had a domestic wheat crop of about the 

J See Appendix Table V. 
2 Analysis of December-March data is hardly neces

sary since these show much the same features as 
August-March data. 

"Data are availahle only for August-December. 
These show net imports of only 21.2 million bushels 
this year as against 2H.a million in 1927-28. But net 
imports were overstated in early 1927-28; see WHEAT 
STUDIES, May 1 H28, IV, 244. 
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same size in 1928 and 1927, but much hetter 
in quality this year. Imports and consump
tion may have been stimulated not only hy 
lower prices, but also by relaxation of mil
ling restrictions. One cannot ascertain how 
far larger available supplies indicate in
creased consumption, how far upbuilding 
of stocks. l In Italy also other forces as well 
as lower prices acted to increase net im
ports in 1928-29 over those of 1!)27-28. Al
though the Italian crop of H)28 was over 30 
million bushels larger than that of 1927, 
her net imports in August-February were 
10 million bushels larger also. The short 
corn crop and the relaxation of milling re
strictions have doubtless stimulated con
sumption of wheat. Competent observers, 
however, are of the opinion that net im
ports in April-July will prove considerahly 
smaller this year than last, so that by the 
end of the year the contrast of net imports 
and total available supplies as between the 
two years may be less striking. 

Net import statistics are not available for 
Spain, Portugal, Austria, and Greece. Spain 
and Portugal, however, have undoubtedly 
imported much more heavily this year than 
last, as Broomhall's shipments data suggest; 
but the increase has probably been due 
more to much shorter wheat crops than to 
lower wheat prices. The stimulus of lower 
prices appears scarcely to have affected 
British imports; these were about 143 mil
lion bushels in August-March 1928-29 as 
against 156 million in the same period of 
1927-28, despite a smaller domestic wheat 
crop of 1928, which was, however, of far 
hetter quality than that of 1927. British 
importers appear to have waited patiently 
this year for still lower prices than those 
prevailing in the first half of the year; and 
with the recent extensive decline of prices 
thcy may choose to make up arrears. All 
told, lower wheat prices appear to have had 
the least effect in stimulating net imports in 

IOUI' correspondent, M. Augc-Laribc, states that the 
decree of December 4, 1!J28, permitting millers to 
manufacture pure wheat flour of any extraction, could 
h.ardly have had any cffect on hread consumption for 
SIX or eight weel{s thereafter because hal{ers first chose 
to dispose of their accumulualcd stocl{s of flour con
taining admixtures of other cercals. Later, although 
the extreme cold weathel' may have tended to increase 
hread consumption, an epidemic of influcnza may 
have acted in the contrary dil·cction. The situation 
can becomc clear only in later months. 

the British Isles, Spain, Portugal, France, 
Switzerland, Belgium, and Holland, and 
their greatest effect in Germany, Czecho
Slovakia, Poland, the Scandinavian coun
tries, and the Baltic countries. The situa
tion in Italy, Greece, and Austria is not yet 
clear. 

Practically all groups of ex-European 
importing countries imported far more 
wheat this year than last. The distribution 
of Broomhall's shipments to ex-Europe in 
August-March is as follows, in million 
bushels. 

August-March 
1!127-28 1928-29 

Destination (31 weeks) (a5 weeks) 

Central America" .......... 30.4 45.4 
China and Japan ............ 21.2 52.2 
Brazil ..................... 18. 0 19 . 4 
Egypt ..................... 5.4 12.9 
North and South Africa. . . .. 3.7 5.7 
India ..................... 1.5 23.0 
Others· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Ij 1.1 

Total ................... 80.8 159.7 

" Includes Venezuela, \Vcst IndIes, Dutch East Indies, etc. 
/, Chile, Peru, Syria, Palestine, New Zealand. 

The small increase in takings of the "others" 
group is probably to be ascribed to smaller 
wheat crops in Asia Minor and New Zealand. 
The moderate increase in Egyptian takings 
is also to be ascribed in some part to 
smaller native wheat supplies; and the 
large increase in Indian takings is undoubt
edly due to the same factor. But Brazil, the 
group called "Central America," and North 
and South Africa must have increased their 
imports principally on account of lower 
prices, since little wheat is produced in 
Brazil or "Central America," while the 
South African crop was larger in 1928 than 
in 1927. The greatly increased imports of 
China and Japan are less readily explained. 
They were due in part, perhaps, to a shorter 
rice crop in both countries, and in China to 
a shorter wheat crop in the neighborhood 
of Tientsin, as well as to a more stable 
social order which seems to have resulted 
in better conditions of domestic transporta
tion; but lower wheat prices were probably 
the dominating influence. 

SOURCES OF EXPORTS 

In their distribution by countries of 
origin, exports of wheat and flour during 
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December-March displayed much the same 
characteristics as they did in August
November. Broomhall's shipments by coun
tries of origin, together with official data on 
net exports from the four principal export
ing countries, appear in Table 4. 

India shipped practically nothing, and 
was indeed a net importer of over 12 mil
lion bushels of wheat in the three months 

of the good crops. In the Danube countries 
the shortage of corn has led to an increase 
in both the feed and the food use of wheat. 
But this is not measurable and may not 
have been heavy. Farmers, dissatisfied with 
low wheat prices, have apparently kept 
their stocks at unusually high levels. 

Of the four major exporters, all except 
the United States exported record quanti-

TABLE 4.-INTEHNATIONAL SHIPMENTS AND NET E XPOIITS OF WI-fEAT AND FLOUH FHOM PIIINCIPAL 

EXPOHT AllEAS, DECEMBEfI-l'vlAIICH, 1922-29* 
(Million bllshels) 

- ---- - - ----~ - "-- - -- -------_ .. 

Iniern ntional shlpmrntA (IlroomhaU) Net exportH from 
------

IlI·c.-Mar. '1'otal North Arg eD-
Amcrlca till a 

------------1----1---

1D22-23 .......... 22fi.0 
1D23-24 .......... 270.0 
1924-2.5.......... 272.0 
1!J25-26.......... 234.8 
1!J2(i-27.. .. .. .. .. 301.6 
1927-28.......... 272.8 
1!J28-2!J. . . . . . . . .. 34(). 4 

139.6 52. 
159.2 56. 
Wi.8 66. 
128.8 33. 
159.2 60. 
14!J.6 82. 
176.0 93. 

8 
0 
0 
6 
8 
4 
6 

A UA- I Russi u 
trail a 
------

24.8 .... 
33.2 10.4 
60.4 .... 
40.8 4.8 
49.6 20.4 
27.6 .8 
60.4 . ... 

I I North llulka1l8 India Africa Unlt"d I Cunullu Argentina AUH· 
undOhllc Stule" trallu 

---------

2.0" 6.8 . .. 49.0 84.3 56.6 25.1 
10.4" .8 ... 34.6 117.0 65.2 38.9 
14.0" 14.8 ... G3.4 61.9 65.0 60.0 
12.0 14.8" 21.8 116.4 35.5 42.2 
10.4 .4 .8 42.3 100.6 69.5 51.3 
10.0 .4 2.0 32.1 113.2 93.9 27.1 
14.4 . ... 2.0 32.8 124.7 100.0d 60.8' 

• Shipments ligures arc Broomhall's cumulative totals for seventeen weeks from the Corll Trade News. These totals 
for the Balkans, Hussia, North Africa, and Chile, do not agree with the weekly data given in Appendix Table V. Net 
exports arc olllcial data. 

a Includes some shipnlcnts from Manchuria. 
"Includes some shipments from Mesopotamia. 
c Germ,," shipments of 14.4 million bushels included. 

of December-February, the result of the 
short crop of 1 n28. Russia also has shipped 
next to nothing, despite her record post
war wheat crop of 860 million bushels. 
There may not be a true shortage of wheat 
in Russia as a whole; but, thus far in the 
year at least, collections of grain have 
proved so small that rationing of bread was 
put in force in several of the principal 
cities, and exports were impossible. The 
prices paid by ofiicial collecting agencies 
for grain are for various reasons regarded 
as too low by the peasants, who choose 
either to store or to consume their produce 
in the face of active ofllcial efforts to ohtain 
it. Despite the shortage of bread grain in 
the consuming centers, Russia has thus far 
disappointed confident expectations, re
peatedly and prominently expressed, that 
she would import heavily. Chile, the French 
dependencies of northern Africa, and the 
Danube countries have exported fair quan
tities of wheat, but not large ones in view 

"Hough estimate hased on Broomhall's shipments data, 
which usually understate Argentine net exports ill Decem
her-March. 

'March exports estimated from Broomhall's shipments. 

ties for the season in December-March. So 
much was to be expected in view of the 
huge crops secured in Canada, Argentina, 
and Australia. In some part, however, the 
record movement from both Argentina and 
Australia occurred because exceptional 
supplies of old-crop wheat were available 
for export in December, before the excel
lent new crops began to be marketed in vol
ume. Size of crops considered, the Decem
her-March movement from these two coun
tries was not exceptionally rapid. If, as 
seems probable, the Argentine crop of 1n28 
exceeds that of 1n27, she could have ex
ported much more in January-March 1n2!J 
than in the corresponding months of 1n28; 
but the actual difference was small. Simi
larly Australia could have exported in these 
months more than she did in 1925, but in 
fact the exports were a little smaller this 
year. Canada, however, exported rather 
more rapidly this year than last; last year 
the damp condition retarded the movement. 
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Low prices, which have stimulated imports, 
have served somewhat to reduce efforts 
toward export, though not markedly. 

December-March net exports from the 
United States were only 32.8 mil!ion bush
els, the smallest quantity exported in any 
similar period of recent years except H)27-
2~ and 1B25-26. Such small exports were 
all the more remarkable this year on ac
count of the large crop and visible supplies 
of record size. Some 22.5 million bushels 
of the total consisted of flour as wheat, the 
remainder of Pacific wheat, durum, and 
other unrepresentative types. United States 
prices of representative wheats were main
tained above export parity, a situation re
sulting principally from a broad outlook for 
higher prices which was based partly on a 

crop scare in mid-winter and the possibility 
of governmental price-raising measures,' 
and perhaps also the expectation of lower 
yields in 192~). 

Several minor features of the recent ex
port movement are of intcrest. Under the 
import certificate systcm, eastern Germany 
continued to export fairly large quantities 
of domestic wheat. Exports of flour from 
the Pacific Coast ports of the United States, 
chiefly to the Orient, were of the largest 
volume since H)23-24. The Pacific ports of 
Canada exported larger quantities of wheat 
and flour than ever before. Shipments from 
Argentina to "orders" were much larger 
this year than last, and at times unsold car
goes in this category exerted considerable 
pressure on European markets. 

III. VISIBLE SUPPLIES AND OTHER STOCKS 

Statistical data on stocks in most coun
tries are insufficient to permit either a de
tailed comparison of the position as of the 
end of March 1929 with earlier years, or a 
comparison of the reduction of stocks in 
Decemher-March 1928-29 with the reduc
tions of earlier years. In the major export
ing countries and the Danube basin, but 
not in India, stocks have persisted at ex
traordinarily high levels throughout the 
period under review. In ex-European im
porting countries, consumption for food 
and feed has undoubtedly been unusually 
heavy, even considering the trend; but 
there is no evidence to suggest that the 
increase of consumption in 1928-29 has thus 
far been of sufficient magnitude to offset the 
large crops and heavy imports. With some 
exceptions, notably Spain, Portugal, and 
the British Isles, stocks at the end of March 
seem to have stood relatively high in most 
European and ex-European countries as 
well, hut hy no means so remarkably high 
as in North America and in Argentina. 
Throughout the period under review the 
presence of exceptionally large stocks in 
various positions has acted as a depressing 
influence on wheat markets. 

EXPORTI~G COUNTRIES 

Visible supplies in North America and 
afloat for European destinations are shown 

in Chart 2 (p. 220). The total has run above 
400 million bushels in most of the period, 
higher by 100 million bushels or more than 
in the previous year of highest visibles, 
1927-28. Visibles in Canada and the United 
States, not visibles afloat, were responsible 
for the high total figures. Despite extraor
dinarily heavy total shipments overseas, 
reported figures for stocks afloat have not 
run exceptionally high. They might have 
done so if they were calculated to include 
stocks afloat for ex-European countries; as 
we have seen, shipments to these countries 
were relatively larger than shipments to 
Europe by comparison with earlier years. 

The extraordinarily large visible supplies 
in the United States were due primarily to 
the restricted flow of wheat to export from 
a distinctly large crop and inward carry
over. Yet a relatively rapid movement from 
farms to terminal markets was partly re
sponsible. Stocks on farms and in country 
mills and elevators were ofliciallv estimated 
at 227 million bushels on March"l this year, 
following the largest crop (except that of 
19H) in the ten years 1919-28. In four of 
the nine years of smaller crops, March 1 
stocks in these two positions were larger 
than they were this year; and farm stocks 
were larger in three. The movement from 
farms this year, size of crop considered, is 

1 See below, p. 225. 
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better described as about normal than as 
slow. Visible supplies might have run even 
higher if mills had not chosen to maintain 
their stocks at a high level. On December 
31, 1928, according to census estimates, 
stocks held by city mills (excluding wheat 
stored in public terminal elevators and in 
country elevators) were 138 million bush-

holdings were in Duluth l Minneapolis, Chi
cago, Kansas City, and various points in the 
interior. Farm stocks, totaling 149 million 
bushels as against 130 million in 1928, were 
distinctly larger only in the states of Kan
sas, Oklahoma, Nebraska, North Dakota, 
and Minnesota, and were considerably 
smaller in most states east of the Mississippi. 

CHART 2.-VISIBLE WHEAT SUPPLIES IN THE UNITED STATES, CANADA, AND UNITED KINGDOM PORTS AND 
AFLOAT TO EUHOPE, WEEKLY, 1923-24, AND FHOM AUGUST, 1926* 
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• Data from Canadian Grain Slatisties and Northwestern Miller. 

els, over 20 million more than in any of the 
preceding three years for which compa
rable data are available. On March 31 these 
stocks reached 107 million bushels, more 
than 15 million bushels higher than in any 
of the three preceding years. 

All told, stocks in the United States com
prised in the visible supply (Bradstreet's), 
in country mills and elevators, and in the 
hands of farmers on March 1 reached 357 
million bushels, some 70 million bushels 
more than the year before, and the largest 
since 1919. Of the visible supply, little was 
concentrated at the seaboard; the large 

The enormous Canadian visible supplies 
reached their peak of 231 million bushels 
in the first week in January, a peak some 
65 million bushels higher than the highest 
point reached in 1927-28, late in January. 
This year the earlier harvest and drier con
dition of the grain permitted more wheat to 
be moved to lake and Atlantic ports of the 
United States before lake navigation closed 
in mid-December; and the sharper decline 
in visibles during January was due partly 
to heavier shipments overseas from these 
stocks. Moreover, marketings from farms 
in January-February were considerably 
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smaller this year than last, though they be
came larger in March. l At the end of March, 
Canadian visible supplies of 188 million 
hushels were 40 million larger in 1929 than 
those of 1928-a figure high by comparison 
with earlier years, but not a high one in 
view of the fact that the crop plus carry
over in 1928-29 appears to have been nearly 
100 million bushels larger than that of 
HJ27-28, while stocks on farms on March 31 
(which are not included in visible supplies) 
were smaller this year than last. The export 
movement appears to have been relatively 
more rapid this year than last, despite the 
immense quantities of wheat grading No.5 
and below. Total stocks of Canadian wheat 
in Canadian positions2 on March 31 were 
ofIicially placed at 244 million bushels as 
compared with 225 million in 1928; hence 
total stocks were only 20 million above 
those of 1928, though visibles were 40 mil
lion above. This discrepancy may be ex
plained in part by the fact that the visible 
supply includes wheat in United States lake 
and Atlantic ports, while the statement of 
March 31 stocks does not; and this year 
stocks in the United States were around 10 
million bushels larger than they were a 
year ago. 

Wheat stocks in other exporting coun
tries are less easy to evaluate. Argentine 
stocks of old-crop wheat were thought to 
approximate 13-16 million bushels as of 
December 31, 1928, about a normal amount." 
Since the export movement during Jan
uary-March was no larger than in 1928, 
while the new crop appears to be larger, 
stocks in Argentina at the end of March 
presumably stood at a record height; the 
crop of 1927 was much the largest up to 
that year, and that of 1928 seemingly ex
ceeds it. The whole subject of Argentine 
stocks, however, is obscure. Visible supplies 
in Australia were unoillcially placed at 53 
million bushels on April 1, 1929-some 17 
million bushels higher than on the same 

I See Appendix Tables II and III, which show re
ceipts at Fort William and Port Arthur and Vancou
,'cr. These figures, however, do not constitute a clear 
picture of the movement from farms. 

2 See Appendix Table X. 

3 See estimates by Times of Argentina, issue of 
.January 14, 1929, p. 30. 

1 See Appendix Table VII. 

date in 1928, but the same as in 1927 and 
10 million lower than in 1925. Data on 
farm stocks are not available, but there is 
no reason to suppose that these were small. 
Presumably total stocks in Australia at the 
end of March were well above average in 
size, but not so strikingly large as those in 
the United States, Canada, and Argentina. 

In view of their bumper crops and mod
erate exports, the Danube countries pre
sumably hold the largest stocks in post-war 
years, although much more wheat than 
usual has undoubtedly been used for food 
and feed. In India, on the other hand, 
stocks of old-crop domestic wheat presum
ably stand at a very low level, for net im
ports have not been large enough to bring 
total available supplies within 20 million 
bushels of the average domestic utilization 
in 1922-27. A somewhat similar situation 
occurred in 1922 following the short crop 
of 1921. In Russia the situation is entirely 
obscure. Since the 1928 crops of wheat and 
rye combined were smaller than those of 
1927 (though the crop of wheat alone was 
larger), there has probably been a reduc
tion of total bread-grain supplies. Peasants 
in the northeastern sections of the produc
ing regions may have ample wheat stocks, 
but apparently stocks in the consuming 
regions and probably in the southern pro
ducing regions are small. 

Thus the major exporting countries held 
aggregate stocks of record size at the end 
of March 1929. If we disregard Russia and 
assume that heavy supplies in the Danube 
countries about balance the deficiency in 
India, it is possible to conclude that total 
stocks in exporting countries stand at the 
highest figure of post-war years. An unoffi
cial compilation of visible supplies in North 
America, Argentina, Australia, ports of the 
United Kingdom, and afloat to Europe gives 
a figure of 497 million bushels on April 1, 
1929, 115 million more than in 1928, when 
these stocks were the highest in the period 
1920-28.4 The statement is at best incom
plete, but it suffices to emphasize the ex
traordinarily large stocks in commercial 
channels this year. 

IMPORTING COUNTRIES 

During the period under review, the Eu
ropean trade press has referred fairly con-
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sis ten tly to a supposedly low level of stocks 
in European importing countries. It is prac
tically impossihle, h()wever, to ascertain 
how far these references were intended to 
apply to ]>ort stocks, to mill stocks, or to 
farm stocks. So far as stocks of import 
wheat are concerned, it is reasonable to 
suppose that these have run fairly small at 
least in the United Kingdom, France, Bel
gium, Holland, and Germany, except for a 
period in February-March when the cold 
weather closed navigation by canal and 
river and caused heavy accumulations at 
Antwerp, Rotterdam, and Hamburg. 

Evaluation of the general stocks position 
in European importing countries, however, 
must begin with recognition of the fact that 
these countries secured distinctly large 
crops of wheat and rye of good quality in 
1!)28, and that imports have been larger 
than ever hefore. It is safe to say that 
available supplies of bread grain in Euro
pean importing countries thus far in the 
year have been larger than in any other 
post-war year, 192G-26 possibly excepted. 
In that year the wheat and rye crops were 
larger; but they were of poorer quality, 
initial stocks were smaller than they were 
this year, and August-March imports were 
also smaller. The significant problem is to 
determine if consumption of wheat for food 
and feed this year has been heavy enough 
to bring total availahle supplies at the end 
of March to something like an average or a 
relatively low level. A precise answer is 
impossible. Doubtless total consumption 
for food has been larger than ever before, 
the result not only of low prices but also 
of growth in population and per capita con
sumption. Feed use of wheat may also have 
been relatively heavy on account of the 
scarcity of corn; but the generally good 
quality of this year's wheat crop presum
ably militates against abnormally heavy 
feeding of wheat to animals. On the gen
eral principle that customs change slowly 
in food consumption, we doubt if, in 
European importing countries as a whole, 
the heavy available supplies of wheat can 
have been reduced so greatly that total sup
plies at the end of March were below aver
age. Stocks of import wheat may have been 
low in many countries, and of native wheat 
in some countries; but in general supplies 
were probably average or above because 

farm stocks remained heavy in many 
countries. 

In a few countries, total stocks were pre
sumably lower than usual at the end of 
March. Spain and Portugal had small 
initial stocks and short crops, and imports 
seem not to have been large enough to 
compensate the deficiency. The British Isles 
also appear to have small stoeks, for the 
crop was the smallest of post-war years; 
farm stocks in England and Wales were 
apparently not large on January 1;1 and 
imports during the first eight months of 
the year were somewhat smaller than 
usual. In Germany, farm stocks on Mareh 
15 were somewhat lower than in 1928; 
stocks of wheat and flour in Berlin were 
lower also, as were stocks of import wheat 
in the interior; but port stocks were large 
because of the accumulation caused by 
closing of canals and rivers.2 All told, Ger
man stocks of wheat (but not rye) seem 
to have been somewhat lower at the end 
of March this year than last, despite the 
larger wheat crop; but the difference seems 
not to be striking, and the level of wheat 
stocks is not to be described as below the 
average of recen t years. 

Most other importing countries of Eu
rope presumably hold relatively heavy 
stocks. Fragmentary information suggests 
that farmers in many countries have mar
keted slowly, dissatisfied with the low level 
of prices; it is broadly probable that low 
prices encourage holdings as well as con
sumption of wheat; and, as we have ob
served above, consumption seems unlikely 
to have kept pace with increases in avail
able supplies due to exceptional crops and 
imports. All told, it seems likely that large 
stocks in Poland, Czecho-Slovakia, Italy, 
and the Scandinavian countries especially 
fully offset small stocks in Spain, Portugal, 
and the United Kingdom. Stocks in Euro
pean importing countries generally may 
reasonably be said to stand somewhat 
higher than they did in 1928, and above 
average. But the contrast with earlier 
years is by no means so marked as appears 
with reference to the major exporting 
countries. 

1 They were unofficially estimated as about 21 mil
lion bushels as against 27 million in 1928 and 21 mil
lion in 1!127. 

2 Information from our correspondent, Dr. N .• Jasny. 
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The stocks position in ex-European im
porting countries is more ohscure even than 
the position in Europe. On the whole one 
may suppose that some increase over 1!)28 
and over the average has occurred, if (~nly 
because imports have he en so exccptIOIl
ally large. But in thesc ~ountries consu1!lp
lion of wheat for food IS probahly subJcct 
to greatcr year-Lo-;ycar vari?tion thap it ~s 
in Europe; the stImulus of low prIces IS 
presumahly stronger in increasing actual 

consumption. Reports suggest t~1Ut in .J aran 
stocks of import wheat are notIceably hIgh, 
and perhaps in Egypt also; hut only the 
most indirect evidence is availablc for 
other countries. The fact that most of these 
except China and South Africa are tropical 
countries where flour stocks are never ac
cumulated in large volume tends to support 
thc view that the extraordinarily heavy 
imports of ex-Europe have in large part 
passed into consumption. 

IV. WHEAT PRICE MOVEMENTS 

T HE LEVEL OF WHEAT Pmcm; 

Cash wheat prices on the international 
market and on the markets of the prin
eipal exporting countries .remained on a 
rela lively low level durmg Decemher
March 1H28-29, much as in the preceding 
four months of the crop year. A broad 
view of the situation is given in Chart 3 
(p. 224), which gives comparisons with 
1927-28 and 1923-24. 

British parcels prices, which may be 
taken to represent weekly average c.i.f. 
prices of wheat moving in internatio~al 
trade except in so far as other countrIes 
purchase different grades and varieties of 
wheat, ranged between the lowest post-wa~ 
level of 192:3-24 and the moderate level of 
1!l27-28, far below the levels (not shown in 
the chart) of 1924-25,1925-26, and 1926-27. 
The present crop year has continued to be 
one characterized by decidedly low inter
national wheat prices. The level of 1928-29 
has ruled above that of 1923--24, we infer 
principally because import requirements 
have grown considerahly in the interval 
of years. If size of world crops alone, or 
size of exportable surpluses alone, de
lermined the relative levels of international 
prices in different years, the level of 1928-
29 would inevitahly have fallen below that 
of 1923-21. By contrast with 1927-28, in
ternational prices are lower in 1928-29 
principally because exportable surpluses 
are much larger, while import require
ments show a much less marked increase. 

In our judgment the margin between ex
portable surpluses and import require
ments has changed only slightly during the 
winter months, and if anything became a 
trifle wider. Hence, in so far as interna-

tional prices may be held to he governed 
solely by the international statistical po
sition, British parcels prices ought to have 
maintained their December level or to have 
declined slightly. In fact they rose in 
January-February, and declined in March. 
This movement appears to have resulted 
from factors extraneous to the interna
tional statistical position of 1928-2H. It is 
discllssed below. 

Weighted average cash prices at Winni
peg' stood at much the same level relative 
to 192:3-24 and 1927-28, and followed much 
the same course, as did parcels prices. With 
allowance for a less marked upward move
ment in January-February, natural enough 
because the new crop was then being har
vested, Argentine prices were consistent 
with British and Canadian. Weighted aver
age prices in the United States, however, 
apparently ran closer to prices in 1923-24 
than was true of prices either in Canada, 
Argentina, or the United Kingdom. . 

Wheat prices in European countrIes" 
have not uniformly run lower in Decem
ber-March 1928-29 than in 1927-28. In 
England, for example, native wheat sold at 
almost the same prices this year and last, 
despite the fact that prices of domestic and 
of imported wheat might ordinarily be ex
pected to show similar changes because 
England imports most of her wheat and 
imposes no tariff duties. Similar prices in 
the two years seem chiefly attributable to 
the poorer quality of English wheat in 

I See \VHEAT STUIlIES, March 1929, V, No.5, for a 
description of the mcthods by. which \~c ~lave com
puted weighted average cash pnces at \VInl1lpcg. 

2 Monthly averages of domestic wheat prices ~n 
England, France, Italy, amI Germany are shoWIl In 
Appendix Tal)le IX. 
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1927-28. French prices also were no lower 
this year than last despite lower interna-

CHART 3.-WEEKLY AVERAGE PRICES OF WHEAT IN 
LEADING EXPOHTING AND IMPOIlTING MARKETS, 

1923-24, AND FROM AUGUST 1927* 
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* United I{ingdom prices are averages of sales of wheat 
parcels in British markets, from London Grain, Seed and 
Oil Reporter; Canadian prices are weighted averages of dif· 
ferent grades of wheat at Winnipeg (see WHEAT STUDIES, 
March 1929, V, No.5); United States prices are weighted 
averages of all classes and grades of wheat in six markets 
(five markets in 1923-24), from Crops and Market.,; Argen· 
tine prices are Friday quotations from International Crop 
Report and Agricultural Statistics, for 1923-24, and aver· 
ages of daily prices from Revisla Semanal from August 
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tional prices. Poorer quality in 1927-28 is 
a partial explanation; an increase in the 

tariff is another. Italian prices were only a 
trifle lower this year, despite a much larger 
crop; here also an increase in the tariff 
duty was influential. In Germany, however, 
wheat prices were noticeably lower this 
year. There has been no change in the 
tariff, and domestic crops of both wheat 
and rye were much larger this year than 
last. 

In Hungary a curious situation seems to 
prevail. Cash wheat prices during January
March at least were some 30 cents per 
bushel lower than they were a year ago; 
this difference is considerably greater than 
in the major exporting countries and on 
international markets, and makes Hun
garian wheat look relatively cheap. Yet, in 
spite of a much larger crop Hungary has 
not been able to export as much wheat 
this year as last. Perhaps the explanation 
is that neighboring countries, with large 
domestic crops of their own, have required 
less, and have chosen to import Canadian 
wheat as better suited than Hungarian for 
mixing, in so far as they have imported 
at all. 

THE COURSE OF PRICES 

In somewhat the same way as the level 
of wheat prices usually shows changes of 
different magnitude in some markets from 
what occurs in others, the course of prices 
over a period of a few months may often 
be different in one market or in one grade 
of wheat from what it was in another mar
ket or in another grade. The relative 
movements of prices of all grades and 
varieties in all markets is of course scarce
ly susceptible of precise description. Charts 
3 and 4, and Chart 5 (p. 226) together suf
fice to show how diverse the movement of 
prices has proved to be in December-April 
of the current year. The outstanding fea
ture was the much greater stability of prices 
in the United Kingdom and Argentina than 
in the United States and Canada. 

A significant summary view of the move
ment of prices in December-April is shown 
in Chart 4, which gives daily closing prices 
of May futures at Liverpool, Winnipeg, Chi
cago, and Buenos Aires. Fluctuations were 
small in all markets during the early weeks 
of December, but a sharp decline occurred 
between December 29 and January 5. The 
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movement was upward during the three en
suing weeks, but much more sharply in 
Chicago and Winnipeg than in Liverpool 
and Buenos Aires; the upward movement 
was continued (with interruptions, and not 
in Buenos Aires) until February 15 in Liv
erpool, and February 20 in Winnipeg and 
Chicago. The advance between January 5 
and February 15-20 amounted to 17 cents 

CITAHT 4.-DAILY CLOSING PIIICES OF MAY WI-IEAT 

FUTUIIES IN FOUII LEADING MAHKETS, DE
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in Chicago, 16 cents in Winnipeg, but only 
8 cents in Liverpool; in Buenos Aires, be
tween the low point of January 4 and the 
high one of January 21/22, the advance was 
only 51!z cents. From the high points 
reached around February 15-20, futures 
prices declined up to the end of April, 
though there was a noticeable upturn in 
Chicago and Winnipeg during March 5-12, 
and another during April 6-15. The de
cline from mid-February to the end of 
April was greater than the earlier advance; 
it amounted to 21 cents in Chicago, 15 cents 
in Winnipeg, 19% cents in Liverpool, and 
12% cents in Buenos Aires. Further de
clines occurred in the first week of May; 
and futures prices in all four markets stood 
on May 7-10 at the lowest point thus far in 
the crop year. 

The sharp decline of late December and 
early January appears to have resulted 
chiefly from private estimates of a huge 
crop in Argentina, together with consider
able pressure of offers of old-crop Argen
tine wheat on import markets at the holiday 
season, when demand was inactive. 

The subsequent advance, so far as one 
can judge from statistical evidence and 
opinions voiced in the trade press, was due 
to a variety of factors, some of them de
cidedly intangible. It was made in the face 
of continuing ease in the international sta
tistical position, though journals occasion
ally laid stress upon what was regarded as 
evidence of unexpectedly heavy consump
tion of wheat throughout the world. The 
evidence of heavy consumption may have 
encouraged many purchasers of futures to 
bid, and sellers to ask, higher prices than 
they would have done in its absence, and 
thus may have been a factor in raising 
prices; but in our judgment this factor 
might more reasonably have been regarded 
as one whose influence was confined to pre
venting further declines. Again, the Cana
dian Pool restricted offers for a time after 
.J anuary 5; and firmness in the prices of 
corn, enhanced by dry weather in Argen
tina, perhaps gave some support to the 
prices of wheat. 

On the whole, however, the advancing 
prices of January and the first half of Feb
ruary seem attributable more largely to 
prospects of one kind or another, imagined 
or actual, than to actual changes in existing 
world supplies and requirements. Sellers 
of wheat received encouragement from the 
extremely cold weather (with alternations 
of freezing and thawing in parts of the 
United States) throughout the Northern 
Hemisphere, and from the abnormally dry 
winter in Canada. These developments con
tributed to a notion already widespread 
that wheat crops in 1929 must prove consid
erably smaller than those of 1928, if only 
because yield per acre in 1928 had been 
exceptionally large in most of the great 
wheat-producing countries. In the United 
States at least, many "longs" may have been 
encouraged by expectations that domestic 
wheat prices would be raised through legis
lation for farm relief apparently to be 
passed during a special session of Congress 
convened in April. The several factors re
sulted in a sharp increase in the volume of 
futures trading in the United States; the 
average daily volume in January was 41.7 
million bushels as against 21.5 million in 
December 1928, 15.4 and 28.2 million in 
January 1928 and 1927 respectively. In 
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some respects the advance was similar to 
those which occurred in February-April 
1H28 and in April-May 1927; but this year 
the advance was based upon considerably 
less tangible evidence respecting the new
crop outlook. 

The fact that prices rose more rapidly in 
Chicago than in 'Winnipeg, in 'Winnipeg 
than in Liverpool, and in Liverpool than in 
Buenos Aires is broadly explicable on sev
eral ground;>. American traders naturally 
were more concerned than others with farm 
relief legislation. Evidence of possible 
damage to the oncoming winter-wheat crop 
seemed more convincing in the United 
States than elsewhere, and naturally ex
erted more influence in Chicago than in 
foreign markets remote from the territory 
concerned. The markets in Liverpool and 
Buenos Aires, always largely influenced at 
this season by the actual movement of the 
new Argentine crop, could hardly be ex
pected to respond in full to price move
ments in North America which were based, 
apparently to an unusual degree, upon 
somewhat intangible hopes, fears, and ex
pectations. 

A considerable part of the decline from 
mid-February to the end of April may be 
taken to represent the gradual reversal of 
these intangible hopes, fears, or expecta
tions. Toward the end of February and in 
early March, Argentina shipped exceptional 
quantities of wheat, much of which was 
unsold and pressed all the more heavily 
upon European markets because heavy 
port stocks had already accumulated on 
account of the frozen inland waterways. 
Milder temperatures, with accompanying 
disappearance of snow and renewal of the 
growth of winter wheat, resulted in an ac
cumulation of evidence tending to show 
that winterkilling promised to prove less 
extensive than had been hoped (or feared) 
either in the United States or in Europe. 
Hopes that American wheat prices during 
the present crop year would be raised by 
legislation were apparently dampened 
when proposals to introduce the "deben
ture plan" into the Senate bill threatened 
to delay legislation indefinitely. A new 
factor which appears to have contributed 
to a sharp break in Chicago prices on 
March 26 was a break in the stock mar-

ket, accompanied by exceedingly high 
call money rates. Under all these de
velopments, prices fell to a level more 
in accord with the existing ease in the 
international statistical position. If, as 
seems probable, the actual change in the 
statistical position was such as to make it 
only slightly.easier in April than it was in 
December, a part of the decline in prices 
may have been due to the fact that new
crop prospects seemed favorable enough to 
suggest the possibility of a still easier posi
tion in 1929-30. It is always impossible, of 
course, precisely to separate the effects of 
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changes in the cash wheat situation from 
the effects of changes in the outlook for 
new crops. The less rapid decline of the 
May future in Winnipeg than in Chicago 
and Liverpool was perhaps due to the fact 
that the outlook for new crops remained 
more precarious in Canada than in the 
United States or Europe; but in part it may 
have represented merely a normal seasonal 
movemen t. 

The prices of other futures than the May 
in the several markets are not shown in 
Chart 4. This year, however, as a result of 
the exceedingly heavy visible supplies, near 
futures have stood at exceptionally heavy 
discounts under the dIstant. In Chicago, 
Winnipeg, and Liverpool alike the more 
distant futures (October or September) 
have stood above the July, the July above 
the May, the May above the March. Ordi
narily no carrying charge exists between 
the May future (old-crop) and the Septem
ber or October (new-crop). During the 
period 1900-28 (excluding 1915-21), the 
July and September futures were quoted 
in May at a premium over the May future 
in only four years. The premiums were 
never so large as they have been thus far 
in May 1929. 

UNITED STATES CASH PRICES 

Chart 5 (opposite) shows weighted aver
age cash prices of representative grades of 
wheat in the United States. The outstand
ing development during December-April 
was the reduction of the premium of No.2 
Red Winter over No.1 Northern Spring or 
No.2 Hard Winter. Last year during the 
same period the premium was increasing 
rapidly, principally because the outlook 
was increasingly unfavorable for the soft 
red winter-wheat crop of 1928. A decidedly 
small crop was harvested, and premiums 
remained high in the first half of H)28-29. 
Since December 1928, however, the outlook 
for the winter-wheat crop of 1929 has 
proved relatively more favorable in the 
soft red winter-wheat belt than in the 
hard red winter-wheat belt, and partly for 
this reason No.2 Red Winter has sold at 
smaller premiums. Another factor, how
ever, was the fact that the hard red winter
wheat crop of 1928 contained a consider
able proportion of bleached wheat rela
tively low in protein content; this wheat, 
like vellow hard winter wheat, seems to 
have "been employed in increasing quanti
ties by millers to replace the higher-priced 
soft red winter wheat. 

v. PROSPECTS FOR 1929 CROPS 

At this season the prospects for the on
coming world wheat crop are highly uncer
tain, and the present year is no exception. 
Of Southern Hemisphere winter-wheat 
crops which are not yet planted in full, no 
more can be said than that acreage is tend
ing upward, and that a recurrence in 1929 
of the huge crops of 1928 both in Argentina 
and Australia is statistically improbable, 
though by no means impossible. Little can 
be foreseen respecting the size of the spring
wheat crops in the United States and Can
ada; here also acreage has tended upward, 
though the trend may be interrupted in the 
United States at least. The seeding of 
spring wheat is not yet complete, and much 
depends upon rainfall in June and July 
especially; an average yield per acre is now 
the most reasonable expectation. If yield 
prove no greater than average, spring
Wheat crops smaller than those of 1928 will 
be harvested. 

Acreage sown, abandonment, and spring 
condition of winter-wheat crops in the 
Northern Hemisphere are fairly clear. The 
acreage to be harvested now seems larger 
than in 1928 in both Europe and the United 
States; since condition is not far from av
erage, a small crop is improbable, a good 
crop probable, a large one possible. But 
that the European winter-wheat crop of 
1929 should exceed the crop of 1928 seems 
somewhat unlikely because a repetition of 
the extraordinarily favorable late growing 
season last year cannot be counted upon. 
The winter-wheat crop of the United States, 
however, may equal that of 1928. India 
seems assured of a small crop, though 
larger than the poor one of 1928; and 
northern Africa promises to secure about 
as good a crop as that of 1928. All told, the 
statistical expectation at the moment is for 
a total Northern Hemisphere crop of winter 
and spring wheat (excluding China, Russia, 
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and Asia Minor) smaller than that of 1928, 
but not small by comparison with most 
earlier years because of enlargement in 
acreage. Much the same may be said of the 
probable world crop excluding Russia, 
China, and Asia Minor. But statistical ex
pectations are often proved faulty. In May 
1928, for example, these suggested that a 
smaller Northern Hemisphere crop was in 
prospect than had been harvested in 1927, 
but the crop of 1928 proved the larger by 
over 150 million bushels. 

INDIA AND NORTH AFRICA 

The Indian wheat crop of 1929, the ear
liest to be harvested in the Northern Hemi
sphere, now appears to be another short 
one, 308 million bushels according to the 
first official estimate issued on April 25. 
Unless later estimates raise the figure, this 
is the third smallest outturn in a decade. 
In 1920 and 1922-24 the Indian crops ranged 
from 361 to 378 million bushels; in 1925-27, 
from 325 to 335 million; in 1921 the crop 
was only 250 million, and in 1928 it was 289 
million. This year the outlook turned un
favorable in January and February; win
ter rains were scanty, and some damage 
was caused by exceptionally cold weather. 

The crops of Algeria, Morocco, Tunis, and 
Egypt are less far advanced. The area sown 
for the crop of 1929 in the first three de
pendencies was half a million acres larger 
than the area harvested in 1928. Crop con
ditions appear to have been rather more 
favorable than usual throughout northern 
Africa; rainfall has been ample, though low 
temperatures somewhat retarded develop
ment of the plant. Outturns average or 
above, and perhaps not far different from 
those of 1928, now seem in prospect. 

EUROPE, INCLUDING RUSSIA 

So far as may be judged from prelimi
nary official estimates and from unofficial 
advices, the area sown to winter wheat in 
Europe (ex-Russia) in 1929 seems to have 
continued its upward trend. According to 
data published by the United States De
partment of Agriculture on April 29, the 
area sown in 11 European countries for the 
crop of 1929 was 56.15 million acres as 
against 55.34 million sown for the crop of 
1928. The list included Spaih, France, Italy, 

Jugo-Slavia, Roumania, Bulgaria, Poland, 
and Czecho-Slovakia, so that the only large 
wheat-producing countries not included 
were Hungary, Germany, and the British 
Isles. The principal increases in areas sown 
occurred in Spain and Jugo-Slavia. Unof
ficial reports suggest that the areas sown 
for the crop of 1929 in countries not in
cluded in the list were no smaller than 
those sown for the crop of 1928, and were 
probably somewhat larger. Hence, so far 
as acreage sown to winter wheat alone de
termines European (ex-Russian) produc
tion, the European crop of 1929 promises 
to exceed even that of 1928. 

Areas abandoned need also to be con
sidered, and of this factor little is known as 
yet. Extraordinarily cold weather pre
vailed practically throughout Europe from 
the first week of January to the first week 
of March, though conditions naturally dif
fered somewhat from country to country, 
and there were spells of milder weather, es
pecially in mid-February. The snows were 
heavy, disturbing traffic by rail; and inland 
waterways normally open to traffic, espe
cially in Belgium, Holland, and Germany, 
were frozen and closed to traffic for about 
a month. The Rhine was reopened only on 
March 15. During most of the period of ex
treme cold, the snow cover appears to have 
been good; nevertheless the very intensity 
of cold gave rise to fears that an abnormal 
amount of winterkilling was almost inevi
table. More extensive damage was feared 
in parts of the Danube countries and in 
France than elsewhere; here the snow 
cover seemed less satisfactory. But normal 
spring weather prevailed in March; and as 
the snow cover disappeared and wheat re
sumed its growth, evidence of abnormal 
winterkilling failed to appear in most coun
tries. The situation is not yet clear, partly 
because the weather turned unseasonably 
cold in April and retarded the growth 
which would make clearer the effects of the 
winter. But so far as can be judged from 
official and unofficial advices, only the nor
mal amount of winterkilling occurred in 
the principal wheat-producing countries of 
Europe, parts of the Danube countries ex
cepted. Precise comparisons are impos
sible; the normal amount is not known. 
Nevertheless, the prospects are for a good 
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wheat crop in Europe in 1929 not only be
cause the area sown was large, but also be
cause abandonment was not exceptional. 

Again, condition as of April 1 appears to 
have been average or above in most coun
tries, though reports are scattered and frag
mentary. At least there were no reports of 
distinctly bad condition in any important 
wheat-producing region. The effects of the 
unseasonably cold weather of early April 
are not yet clear, but trade reports suggest 
some deterioration. All told, the evidence 
now available suggests a European wheat 
crop in 1929 of average size or larger-cer
tainly not a small one. But the critical pe
riod of growth remains to be encountered. 
Frost, drought, or abnormally wet weather 
in May-July may reverse the present out
look; favorable weather may improve it 
distinctly. It is worth while to point out, 
however, that the largest European crops 
of recent years, those of 1925 and 1928, were 
characterized by exceptionally favorable 
weather in the latter part of the growing 
season. On general statistical principles it 
is reasonable to expect that the abnormally 
high yields per acre obtained in many Eu
ropean countries in these two years will not 
be recorded in 1929. On the other hand, the 
high acreage and normal abandonment in 
1929 create the presumption that crops as 
small as those of 1922 and 1924 (1,038 and 
1,050 million bushels respectively) are un
likely. A reasonable forecast of the Euro
pean crop of 1929 made on the basis of in
formation now available is perhaps 1,200 
to 1,350 million bushels, a wide range; but 
any prediction must rest upon uncertain 
grounds, and may easily prove widely in 
error if unpredictable weather conditions 
prove in any way distinctly unusual. The 
most that can be said at present is that the 
statistical probabilities favor a crop aver
age or better in size, but not so large as the 
crop of 1928. A further probability is that 
the importing countries of Europe will 
have crops in the aggregate more nearly 
similar in size to those of 1928 than will be 
true in the Danube countries; for the crop 
of 1928 was more unusual with respect to 
yield per acre in the Danube countries than 
elsewhere in Europe, and it is in these coun
tries that the severe winter appears to have 
caused the most damage. 

Little can be said of the outlook in Rus
sia. Sowings of winter wheat for the crop 
of 1929 appear to have been considerably 
smaller than the sowings for 1928 or 1927.1 
Russia, however, produces more spring 
than winter wheat, and an increase in the 
area sown to spring could repair this loss. 
Whether or not this will occur is not clear; 
but most observers are skeptical of the pos
sibility because the spring is late and be
cause the wealthier peasan ts seem to 
express their grievances against the gov
ernment by curtailing the areas sown to 
grain. Estimates now available on produc
tion and acreage of wheat in 1928 (both of 
which may be subject to revision) indicate 
that yield per acre in 1928 was the highest 
of the past six years; and if total acreage 
proves considerably smaller this year than 
last, production may prove smaller also on 
the assumption that a second year of ex
ceptional yield per acre is improbable. 

UNITED STATES WC\fTER WHEAT 

The area sown to winter wheat last au
tumn was officially estimated (subject to 
later revisions) at 43.2 million acres, 
smaller than the areas sown for the crops 
of 1919-23, larger than the areas sown for 
the crops of 1924-26, and fully 4.1 million 
acres smaller than the sowings for the crop 
of 1928. All of the principal wheat-pro
ducing states sowed smaller areas for 1929 
than for 1928; but the reduction was most 
noticeable in the soft red winter-wheat belt 
where the crop of 1928 was so short. Illi
nois, Indiana, and Ohio sowed an area 1.82 
million acres smaller this year than last. 

The crop entered the winter under aver
age condition-84. 4 per cent of normal on 
December 1 as compared with the 1918-27 
average condition of 84.6 per cent. Toward 
the end of December there was some alter
nation of freezing and thawing weather in 
Indiana and Illinois. A severe cold wave 
prevailed during the first two weeks of 
January, but snow cover was good except 
in northwestern Kansas and east of Illinois. 
For three weeks following the weather was 
mostly unfavorable; snow cover largely 
meHed, and ice formed over the wheat 

1 See Foreign Crops and Markets, April 22 and 29, 
1929, XVIII, 551, 574. 
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fields in parts of Illinois, Indiana, and Mis
souri. February, like January, was an ab
normally cold month, but snow preceded 
the sharpest weather in most of the impor
tant wheat-growing sections. Despite the 
good snow cover and the moderate tone of 
oflicial and many unoflicial weather re
ports, the cold weather of these two months 
apparently caused many to believe that 
abandonment must prove distinctly heavy. 
March was abnormally warm; and as the 
wheat plant resumed its growth, little evi
dence of unusual damage became appar
ent. There was abundant moisture except 
in western Kansas, southern Nebraska, and 
the Pacific Northwest. 

On April n, condition as of April 1 was 
oflicially placed at 82.7 per cen t of nor
mal, as compared with a 1n19-28 average 
of 80. H per cent on April 1. At the same 
time in 1H28, condition was only 68.8 per 
cen t of normal. The ofIlcial report further 
suggested that abandoned acreage seemed 
likely to fall below the ten-year average of 
about 12 per cent, and might be expected to 
approximate only 7 per cent. Private sta
tisticians, in estimates issued earlier in the 
month, had given broadly similar pictures 
of the situation with respect to condition 
and abandonment; their forecasts of pro
duction ranged from 534 to 580 million 
bushels, and suggested a crop about aver
age in size. Of the !) winter-wheat crops 
harvested since 1920, only one (that of 
1H25) has fallen below this range; only 
three (those of 1B20, 1921, and 1B26) appre
ciably above it. 

In April also weather conditions were 
favorable, especially because good rains 
fell in the portions of Kansas and Nebraska 
where moisture was most needed. UnofIi
cial reports issued on May 1 reflected 
improved prospects. Estimates of aban
donment of winter-wheat area (4 reports) 
ranged from fi.:-3 to 7.6 per cent; of area 
remaining for harvest (5 reports) from 
3H.91 to 40.92 million acres; of condition 
(5 reports) from 83.2 to 89.7 per cent; and 
of probable production (5 reports) from 
GH9 to 646 million bushels. The ofIlcial re
port issued May H confirmed this picture of 
low abandonment, high acreage and good 
condition, and large probable outturn. 
Abandonment was placed at 6.4 per cent; 

acreage at 40.47 million acres; condition at 
88.6 per cent; and probable ouLturn at 5H5 
million bushels. 

During the preceding nine years, the 
final estimate of production fell farthest 
below the May 1 forecast by about 10 per 
cent, in 1!l25. If deterioration proves as 
great this year, a crop of some 5:35 million 
bushels is still in prospect-a fair crop; 
and if conditions improve as in 1926 and 
11)28, a bumper crop will be harvested. The 
outlook at the moment is for a large crop, 
especially of soft red winter wheat; a dis
tinctly short crop is decidedly improbable. 
Frost was reported over a considerable area 
in the Southwest on the night of May 1, but 
no complaints of serious damage appeared 
in the following week. 

NORTH AMERICAN SPRING WHEAT 

The outlook for spring-wheat crops in the 
United States and Canada is of course more 
uncertain, since in some districts seeding 
is not yet completed, while total acreage 
sown is uncertain, and in most districts the 
plant has hardly begun its growth. 

In the United States, farmers expressed 
on March 1 intentions to plant some 21,463 
thousand acres to spring wheat in 1929, an 
area only 82,000 acres smaller than was 
harvested in 1928. A reduction of 1.8 mil
lion acres in durum wheat was to be offset 
by increased sowings of bread wheat. 
Weather conditions seem to have been fa
vorable for the fulfilment of plans, though 
there was some delay in mid-April owing 
to rain and snow. Subsoil and surface 
moisture conditions alike are said to be 
satisfactory. The declining prices of March
April, however, may have tended to curtail 
the area sown. 

In the Prairie Provinces of Canada, only 
about half of the normal supply of mois
ture appears to have fallen up to the end 
of Marcll. There were good rains in April, 
however. Seeding began at a normal date, 
with more land prepared for crops in the 
fall than was true last year; subsequently 
it progressed favorably, but it is not yet 
completed. Recent advices suggest that 
acreage bids fair to exceed that of 1928; 
Murray's report of May 1, based on returns 
from correspondents, placed the probable 
increase at 5.6 per cent. Reserves of mois-
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[ure in many regions are said to he short, 
so [hat rainfall in June and July, always 

important in its effects upon yield, may he 
of unusual importance this year. 

VI. OUTLOOK FOR TRADE, PRICES, AND CAHHYOVEHS 

Wheal price movements during the three 
dosi ng mon ths of the crop year 1 !)28-2~J 
may he cxpected, as usual at this season, to 
depend chiefly upon changing prospects for 
the oncoming wheat crops, and in turn to 
afreel the movement of wheat in interna
[ional trade and the magnitude of carry
overs in different positions at the end of the 
crop year. Nevertheless, since the physical 
JIIovement of wheat always displays cer
tain seasonal characteristics which are 
modified hut not reversed hy price move
ments, the oullook for trade during the 
dosiug months of the year and for outward 
carryovers may be set forth with more as
surm]ce than the outlook for prices. 

THE PlUCE OUTLOOK 

The price outlook is always obscure. If 
normal weather prevails, international 
cash wheat prices, as judged by the British 
parcels prices, may reasonably be expected 
to lie fairly close to the level prevailing 
in the first third of May. The expeela
tion, as usual, is for normal temperature 
and rainfall in the Northern Hemisphere 
as a whole, not for extreme heat, drought, 
frost, hail, rainfall, or damage from plant 
diseases, and also not for an excep
tionally favorable growing season. In 
1 !J21, British parcels prices rose over 30 
cen ts during May-July; in 1928, they de
clined over 30 cents during May-July. Such 
extreme movements are improbahle, but of 
course not impossible, this year. The grow
ing season in 1 fJ24 was one properly to be 
descrihed as distinctly unfavorable; win
tcrkilling had been heavy and areas sown 
[0 spring wheat had been considerably re
duced, as is not the case this year; and 
stocks, though large, were smaller than 
those of 1 H2!J. Seemingly only an even 
more unfavorable growing season would 
need to supervene if British parcels prices 
arc to he increased by 30 cents this year; 
and, though it may occur, there is at present 
110 reason to regard its occurrence as prob
allle. Similarly, the May-July decline in 
lD28 was fundamentally due to extraordi-

narily favorable growing weather; and, 
though there may be another such season 
in 1!J2n, its occurrence is hardly to be re
garded as probable. Between these ex
tremes, the price movement may be in 
either direction. But the existing heavy 
stocks will continue to act as a drag upon 
any upward movement. Whatever the 
movement of international cash prices, the 
movements of particular grades of wheat 
and of prices in particular countries may 
he expected to be more or less difl'erent. 
Winter wheat may progress favorahly, 
spring wheat poorly; Europe may enjoy 
favorable weather while the United States 
does not, or the reverse. The possibilities 
hardly bear enumeration, much less evalu
ation with reference to their possible or 
probable efl'eet on price relationships. 

INTEHNA'!,IONAL TRADE 

We have already considered certain as
pects of the outlook for international trade. 1 

Despite her heavy stocks, the United States 
may now hardly be expected to furnish net 
exports of much more than 25 million 
bushels in April-June, for prices appar
ently remain out of line with import mar
kets at least to the date of writing (May 10). 
July exports, however, may prove fairly 
large if the winter-wheat crop in Texas and 
Oklahoma proves to be of good size and 
fair quality and is not harvested late. Can
ada has more wheat to export even than 
she had in 1928, when record exports of 
106 million bushels were made in April
July, and she may export more than this 
unless the carryover is built up still higher 
than it was on July :31, HJ28, as now seems 
improbable; net exports in April and May 
may considerably exceed those of April and 
May 1928. while exports in June and July 
may prove little if any larger." Argentina 

1 See ahove, pp. 212-H. 
2 Heeent reports of coni(estion at Montreal, with 

wheat movini( into the port rapidly and vessels appar
ently not chartered to transport it over'seas in equiva
lent volume, sUi(i(est that this statement requires 
qualification. It is impossihle to fOl'c8(,c, however, 
whet her this congestion is to be of short or of long 
duration. 
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bids fair to export a record quantity in 
April-July from supplies apparently the 
largest in history; and the seasonal decline 
may be less marked this year than last be
cause the requirements for tonnage to move 
corn will be smaller. Australia also may 
ship fairly large quantities in view of her 
large stocks, though perhaps not so much 
as in 1925 and 1927, when available sup
plies were of much the same size, but prices 
were higher. Railway freight rates on wheat 
destined for export were recently reduced 
from Missouri and Mississippi points to the 
Gulf and Atlantic seaboard, and from lake 
ports to seaboard. These reductions were 
met in Canada by reductions in the rates to 
Montreal, so that the net effect is probably 
not to encourage United States exports at 
the expense of Canadian. Unless the total 
rates from Argentina and Australia are re
duced to meet the lower charges from North 
America, these changes may tend to en
courage shipments from North America at 
the expense of shipments from the South
ern Hemisphere. 

The probable shipments from these four 
countries alone are sufficiently large to 
warrant the inference that the volume of 
international trade in April-July promises 
to be of large size for these months though 
probably not so large as in April-July 1927. 
India cannot be expected to furnish appre
ciable quantities because her new crop is 
small; as late as mid-April, indeed, further 
purchases were made of Australian wheat. 
Russia cannot be expected to become a net 
exporter, and indeed may possibly import, 
though expectations that imports would be 
made have been disappointed thus far in 
the year. Other countries, which in the first 
two-thirds of the crop year exported only 
moderate quantities in view of the wheat 
supplies available, seem unlikely to become 
heavy shippers. Even if heavy shipments 
are made from the major exporting coun
tries, year-end stocks promise to be of rec
ord size. Among the importing countries, 
the United Kingdom especially will prob
ably take exceptional quantities for the 
season. 

Financial conditions in Europe are at 
present in a somewhat disturbed status. 
The high rate for call money in the United 
States and the present position of the 

American rediscount rate have had the ef
fect of checking American credits to Eu
rope, resulting in higher rediscount rates 
in European countries, with a tendency in 
the direction of export of gold to the United 
States. Such monetary developments are 
likely to have some influence on move
ments of goods in international commerce, 
and it is possible that trade in wheat in the 
near future may be somewhat affected. 

OUTW AHD CARRYOVERS 

Estimates of outward carryovers must al
ways rest, at this season, upon assumptions 
respecting old and new crops, exports, and 
domestic utilization of wheat in various 
countries. Appendix Table XI shows our 
present estimates of wheat supplies and 
disposition in the four major exporting 
countries; probable carryovers constitute 
one of the items of disposition there shown. 

The carryover in the United States may 
be estimated upon a somewhat more satis
factory basis than is possible for other 
countries. The total comprising visible sup
plies (Bradstreet's), farm stocks, country 
mill and elevator stocks, and stocks held by 
ci ty mills, may be expected to range some
where between 195 and 240 million bushels 
on June 30, 1929. During the past three 
years, the period for which data are avail
able, city mill stocks l have declined about 
55 million bushels between December 31 
and June 30, and about 30 million bushels 
between March 31 and June 30. This year 
city mill stocks stood at the high figures of 
li~8 and 107 million bushels on December 
31 and March 31 respectively; and if nor
mal reductions occur, stocks of around 80 
million bushels are probable on June 30. 
If the total of visible supplies, farm stocks, 
and country mill and elevator stocks on 
March 1, some 357 million bushels, declines 
as has occurred on the average in 1920-28, 
about 115 million bushels would remain on 
June 30, 1H2U, making a total of about 195 
million bushels. But on other bases of esti
mation this total seems too low if the sev
eral components of the carryover are con
sidered separately. If visible supplies de-

1 Calculated to exclude mill stocks in country eleva
tors and in public terminal elevators, in order ,to 
avoid duplication with estimates of visible supplJes 
and country mill and elevator stocks. 
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cline from their end-March level even at 
the most rapid rate in the past five years, 
they must still stand at about 95 million 
hushels on June 30; and if one counts upon 
farm and country mill and elevator stocks 
reaching the lowest in the past nine years, 
these items together must reach about 45 
million bushels, a distinctly low figure. On 
this basis the total carryover seems likely 
to approximate at least 220 million bushels, 
prohably more. A decline in American 
wheat prices relative to international prices 
might permit additional exports which 
would reduce visible supplies and cause the 
carryover to be smaller than this, but not 
much smaller because such a price adjust
ment has now (May 10) less than two 
months in which to achieve its effect. A 
figure of 220 million bushels for the out
ward carryover in the United States is ex
tremely high by comparison with earlier 
years. Nevertheless the final returns seem 
quite as likely to prove higher as to prove 
lower. 

Over the period 1922-28, Canadian car
ryovers on July 31 have constituted from 20 
to 34 per cent of the stocks existing on 
March 31. On this basis, one may expect 
the carryover on July 31, 1929, to range 
anywhere between 50 and 83 million bush
els, higher than in any earlier year except 
1928, when stocks of 75 million bushels re
mained in Canada on July 31. In our judg
ment a carryover as low as 50 million bush
els is improbable: the low level of prices 
can hardly have encouraged exceptional 
efforts to make heavy forward sales for 
export; and there is probably an upward 
trend in carryovers due in part to growth of 
storage space. On the other hand, a rate 
of reduction of March 31 stocks as slow as 
that which occurred last year seems some
what unlikely. Prospects of obtaining 
higher prices toward the end of the year 
have been considerably less bright in 
March-April this year than last. We there
fore anticipate that the carryover on July 
31 will constitute about the average pro
portion of stocks on March 31, say 26 per 
cent, or 65 million bushels in rounded fig
ures. The actual carryover may well prove 
5-10 million bushels more or less than this, 
probably more rather than less. Size of 
crop considered, 65 million bushels is not 

an exceptionally large Canadian carryover; 
but it would exceed any other carryover ex
cept that of 1928 by more than 15 million 
bushels. If the carryover approximates 65 
million, and if our estimates of other items 
of disposition prove close to the facts, the 
standing Canadian crop estimate for 1928 
would seem to be at least 15 million bushels 
too low. 

Argentine and Australian year-end stocks 
can be estimated only as residual items in 
disposition. For Argentina, our estimates 
of net exports and domestic utilization for 
H)28-29 subtracted from available supplies 
suggest a figure of 64 million bushels for 
year-end stocks. In the preceding five years 
Argentine year-end stocks have ranged, so 
far as we are able to ascertain, from about 
55 to 70 million bushels. Hence our figure 
for 1929 seems about an average one; but it 
looks somewhat too low in view of the high 
stocks (70 million bushels) of 1928, the 
huge crop, and the low level of prices. If 
stocks on August 1, 1929, considerably ex
ceed 64 million bushels, and if net exports 
for the crop year reach or exceed 215 mil
lion bushels, there will be reason to sup
pose that the crop of 1928 was larger than 
300 million bushels. 

Similar calculations for Australia suggest 
year-end stocks of only 34 million bushels, 
a figure which appears somewhat low in 
view of the large crop and low level of 
prices. The Australian crop of 1928, how
ever, may exceed 159 million bushels;1 and, 
if so, and if our estimates of net exports, 
seed requirements, food, and feed prove 
correct, year-end stocks calculated as the 
residual item in disposition would exceed 
34 million bushels. 

All told, stocks in the four principal ex
porting countries now seem likely to exceed 
380 million bushels at the end of the crop 
year. Last year, when such stocks were 
previously the largest of post-war years, 
the total fell below 330 million. Hence the 
present crop year promises to end, as it has 
proved throughout its course, a year of ex
traordinarily heavy accumulations of wheat 
stocks in the major exporting countries. 

The outlook for year-end stocks in the 
minor exporting countries and in importing 

1 See above, p. 209. 
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countries is far less clear, in the absence of 
statistical information. There can be little 
doubt, however, that carryovers will prove 
of exceptional size in the aggregate. Europe 
ex-Russia as a whole harvested larger 
wheat crops in 1928 than in 1927, and bids 
fair to import more wheat in 1928-29 than 
in 1927-28. One cannot at present determine 
whether or not actual consumption, under 
the stimulus of low wheat prices and a 
short crop of corn, may have increased so 
greatly as to exceed the increase in crop 

and imports of wheat. But this seems im
probable, and on the whole one is justified 
in assuming that European stocks, and pre
sumably ex-European as well, will stand 
higher at the end than at the beginning of 
the year 1928-29. If so, world stocks are 
likely to prove of record size for post-war 
years; but the situation must differ greatly 
from country to country. The upbuilding 
of stocks in 1928-29 now promises to ap
pear more striking in the United States than 
elsewhere. 

This study is the work of M. K. Bennett, with the advice of Joseph S. Davis and Alonzo E. Taylor, 
and with the aid of Katherine Merriam and Janet Murray. The Institllte is indebted to Mr. P. C. 
Rutherford, of Minneapolis, for information on the situation ill the United States spring-wheat belt. 
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TABLE I.-WHEAT PRODUCTION IN PlUNCIPAL PRODUCING AREAS, 1920-28* 
(Million bushels) 

" "" - -- I" UnIt",] """ - - 1 1 Aua- ~~~"n- " I Hun- 1 1- .Jugo- 1- Rou- sov;ct 
Yrar State" Cunada IndIa tulia tIna Chile IUruguUY gary BulgarIa Slavla manIa RURsla MexIco 

--== ==---------- --------------- ----------

1!)20........ 833.0 
I!J21........ 814.9 
I!J22... .. . .. 867.6 
1923 ........ 797.4 
I!J24. .. . . ... 864.4 
1925 ........ 676.4 
I!J26 ........ 831.0 
1927... .. . .. 878.4 
1928 ........ 902.7 

AVl'ragC 
I!JO!H3..... 690.1 
1923-27 ..... 809.5 

263.2 377.9 
300.9 250.4 
399.8 367.0 
474.2 372.4 
2fi2.1 3fiO.6 
395.5 331.0 
407.1 324.7 
479.7335.0 
533.fi 288.8 

197.1 351.8 
403.7 344·7 

145.9 
129.1 
109.5 
125.0 
164.6 
114.5 
160.8 
116.7 
159.0 

90.5 
136.3 

156.1 
191.0 
195.8 
247.8 
191.1 
191.1 
220.8 
239.2 

147.1 
218.0 

2.'3.2 
23.6 
25.!J 
28.1 
24.5 
2fi.7 
23·3 
3:~.5 

20.1 I 
27.2 

7.8 
10.0 
5.2 

13.3 
9.9 

10.0 
10.2 
15.4 
15.2 

G·5" 
11.5 

37.9 
52.7 
54.7 
G7.7 
51.6 
71.7 
74.9 
7G.9 
92.0 

71.5 
68.6 

29.9 
29.2 
32.6 
2!J.1 

I 

24.7 
41.4 

I 

3G.5 
47.3 

I 50.7 

I 

37.8 
35.8 

43.0 
51.8 
44·5 
fi1.1 
57.8 
78.G 
71.4 
56.G 
96.4 

62.0 
G5.1 

G1.3 
78.G 
92.0 

102.1 
70.4 

104.7 
110.9 
96.7 

115.6 

4W.1 
472.3 
729.!J 
81!J.G 
749.0 
859.8 

15.0 
5.1 

13·G 
13.7 
10.4 
9.2 

10.3 
11.9 
11.3 

158.7" I 758.9 b 11.5" 
97.0 I &'38.0 11.1 

- - ~=Y~e=ar=~~M=o=r=oc=co=-I~A=lg=e=I1=a=:='l'u==n=ls~~=E-=g=yp=t=T'B"~r=~i=~~=h~J!='r=un==c~e~ I-:i;~l-=:~::l::~-u~~~~~~i~ :::a:!"::~;: 
-----------------1 I 
1920 ........ 17.9 IG.2 5.2 31.7 56.8 23G.9 82.6

1

141.3 10.3 6.0 7.4 1.00 10.3 
1921..... ... 23.2 28.5 9.0 37.0 73.8 323.5 107.8 194.1 14.5 8.6 11.1 .97 12.3 
1922........ 12.9 18.9 3.7 36.0 65.2 243.3 71.9 I 1G1.6 10.6 6.2 9.2 .64 9.5 
1923........ 20.0 35.8 9.9 40.7 58.5 275.6

1

10G.4 '1' 224.8 13.4 6.2 8.9 .59 11.0 
I!J24........ 28.8 17.3 5.2 34.2 53.9 281.2 89.2 170.1 13.0 4.7 5.9 .49 I G.8 
1925 ........ 23.9 32.7 11.8 36.2 53.7 330.8 118.21240.8 14.5 5.G 9.7 .49 '113.4 
1!J2G........ 16.2 23.6 13·0 37.2 52.2 231.8' 95.4, 220.6 12.8 5.5 8.8 .59 12.2 
1927........ 24.6 28.3 8.3 44.3 57.2 276.1 120.5 [195.8 16.3 6.2 9.4 .60 111.3 
1928 ........ 22.2 31.4 12.1 37.3 51.2 277·7 141.61 228 .G 17.8 7.G 12.1 .68 I 19.5 

Average 
1909-13..... 17.0 35.2 G.2 34.2 59.6 325.6 131.3 I 184.4

1 

15·2 5.0 6.3 .31 8.1 
1923-27 ..... 22.7 27.5 9.6 38.5 55.1 279.1 106.01210.5 14.0 5.6 8.5 .55 I 10.9 

portu-I Swltzer- Czeeho-
FInland I LatvIa 

Estbonla Japan, South New 
Year SpaIn gal land AustI1a SlovakIa Poland LIthuanIa Greece Chosen AfrIca Zealand ----==------- ------------

1920 ........ 138.6 10.4 3.6 5.4 26.4 22.7 .27 .39 2.58 11.2 41.1 7.G 6.9 
1921 ........ 145.1 9.3 3.8 G.5 38.7 37.4 .58 .78 3.34 10.3 39.7 8.7 10.6 
I!J22 ........ 125.5 10.0 2.6 7.4 33.G 42.4 .71 .9G 4.17 9.0 39.8 G.3 8.4 
1923 ........ 157.1 13.2 3.8 8.9 3G.2 49.7 .G9 1.64 3·70 8.8 35.2 I G.O 4.2 
1!J24 ........ 121.8 8.G 3.1 8.5 32.2 32.5 .79 1·58 3·8G 7.7 35.3 7.1 5.4 
1!J25 ........ 1()2.G 12.1 3·5 10.7 39.3 57.8 .93 2.1G G.08 11.2 40.0 9.2 4.6 
192G ........ 146.6 8.6 4.2 9.4 34.1 47.1 .92 1.86 5.02 12.4 38.9 8.0 8.0 
1!J27 ........ 144.8 11.4 4.1 12.0 40.4 54.2 1.06 2.64 6·35 13.0 40.4 6.6 9.5 
1!J28 ........ 122.6 6.6 4.3 12.1 48.2 59.2 .88 2.50 7.36 1.5.7 41.6 6.9 ... 

Average 
190!H3 ..... 130.4 11.8e 3.3 12.8 37.9 63.7 .14 1.48 3.63 16.3" 32.0 6.3" 6.9 
1!J23-27 ..... 146.G 10.8 3.8 9.9 36.5 48.3 .88 1.98 5.00 10.G 38.0 7.4 G.3 

. * .Data of U.S. Department of Agriculture. For 1909-13, I ncluding U.S. Department of Agriculture estimates for area 
wltlun post-war boundaries. Dots ( ... ) Indicate that data are not available. 

fi Four-ycar 8vcruge. c One year only. 
b Regarded as too low by some Soviet officials. whose esti-

mute Is 908 million bushels. 
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TAnI,E n.-MONTHLY WHEAT RECEIPTS AT PRIMARY MARKETS IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA* 

(Million bushels) 

I 
United States primary markets Fort William and Port Arthur Vancouver 

Month 
1025-2G 1020-27 11!27-28 1028--29 11125-2(1 I 102G-27 1027-28 1028--29 1025-26 192G-27 1927-28 1028--29 

------ ----
Aug .............. 43.3 71.6 81.6 84.2 1.2 1.5 2.4 3.5 .55 .12 .09 1.07 
Sept. ............ 57.9 48.7 79.7 73.3 45.7 32.8 8.6 39.1 .28 .29 .32 2.61 
Oct. ............. 36.1 37.1 73.3 84.4 53.2 56.1 51.4 81.4 7.04 6.37 6.17 12.69 
Nov .............. 34.1 29.8 44.8 43.6 51.5 60.5 71.0 72.9 9.79 7.22 10.78 14.65 

Aug.-Nov. ........ 171.4 187.2 279.4 285.5 151.6 150.9 133.4 196.9 17.66 14.00 17.36 31.02 

Dec. ............. 34.9 22.4 26.5 33.0 53.5 26.3 41.0 51.6 6.14 6.63 11.81 13.53 
Jan. ............. 21.6 24·6 23·5 22.5 10.5 14.0 21.1 11.0 10.03 6.83 16.49 13.90 
Feb. ............. 16.2 21.0 22.5 28.7 4.0 8.6 9.5 2.9 7.74 4.27 12.54 9.25 
Mar. ............. 15.1 16.6 26.3 27.2 3.2 6.3 3.3 5.2 6.98 5.94 10.50 15.46 

Dec.-Mar. ........ 87.8 84.6 98.8 111.4 71.2 55.2 74.9 70.7 30.89 23.67 51.34 52.14 

Apr. ............. 14.0 14.4 18.0 .... 1.8 12.6 .9 . ... 3.58 3.58 10.88 . .... 
May ............. 1.5.7 19.2 25.9 .... 17.2 17.3 17.6 . ... 1.20 1.56 7.43 . .... 
June ............. 21.0 20.7 15.6 .... 13.6 7.3 20.1 .... .22 .61 3.66 . .... 
July ............. 77.0 58.8 72.6 .... 6.4 10.7 14.4 .... .27 .14 2.44 . .... 
Apr.-July ........ 127.7 113.1 132.1 . . ~ . 39.0 47.9 53.0 . ... 5.27 5.89 24.41 . .... 
Aug.-July ....... . 386.9 384.9 510.3 .... 261.8 254.0 261.3 .... 53.82 43.56 93.11 . .... 

• United States data are unofficial figures compiled from Survey of Current Bllsiness; Canadian data are official figures 
from Reports on the Grain Trade of Canada and Canadian Grain Stalistics. Vancouver figures include receipts at Prince 
Rupert after October 1, 1926. 

TABLE IlL-WEEKLY WHEAT RECEIPTS AT PRIMARY MARI{ETS IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA* 

(Million busbels) 

Month 
United States I Fort WilHam and Port Arthur Vancouver 

_______ ~ 1025-2G 102G-27 1027-28 1928-29 1025--26 I 102G-27 1927-28 1928-29 1925--28 1928-27" 1927-28" 1928--20· 

Dec ............. . 

Jan ............ .. 

Feb ............. . 

Mar ............. . 

9.74 
9.66 
8.64 
6.18 

3.45 
6.22 
5.23 
4.64 
4.39 

4.31 
4.06 
5.05 
3.37 

3.79 
3.01 
3.50 
3.50 

5.44 
5.67 
4.91 
3.98 

4.21 
4.69 
4.76 
4.64 
5.26 

6.16 
4.96 
5.76 
4.33 

4.58 
4.91 
4.06 
3.59 

8.90 
6.41 
5.81 
5.11 

4.74 
4.56 
4.96 
6.18 
5.96 

5.67 
5.67 
5.02 
5.08 

5.87 
6.55 
6.22 
5.07 

11.19 
8.18 
8.92 
7.84 

5.41 
4.49 
4.51 
4.20 
5.71 

6.57 
6.50 
6.03 
6.28 

8.41 
6.68 
6.33 
6.06 

14.64 
14.77 
14.56 
8.82 

4.98 
4.32 
2.73 
1.63 
1.31 

1.21 
1.09 

.83 

.84 

.69 

.71 

.80 

.66 

10.55 
7.14 
4.99 
3.87 

4.66 
5.21 
3.71 
2.81 
1.98 

1.98 
2.27 
2.37 
1.97 

1.61 
1.54 
1.50 
1.25 

14.95 
11.05 
9.60 
8.62 

5.91 
5.28 
6.20 
4.95 
3.55 

2.69 
2.97 
2.52 
1.64 

1.31 
.95 
.86 
.50 

17.83 
16.33 
15.36 
8.98 

7.57 
3.96 
2.91 
2.10 
1.77 

1.34 
.90 
.56 
.60 

.69 

.63 
1.11 
1.75 

1.94 
1.30 

.74 
2.15 

.60 
1.86 
1.99 
2.73 
2.78 

2.42 
1.93 
1.88 
1.51 

1.69 
1.43 
1.27 
1.40 

.95 
1.02 
1.52 
1.86 

1.76 
1.75 
1.76 
1.11 
1.76 

1.33 
1.35 

.74 

.88 

1.28 
1.32 
1.47 
1.14 

2.57 
2.26 
2.46 
3.08 

2.75 
3.16 
3.18 
3.45 
4.98 

4.49 
3.68 
3.49 
1.88 

1.88 
2.38 
2.04 
2.28 

2.44 
3.40 
3.78 
2.99 

2.57 
3.32 
2.48 
2.84 
3.41 

2.88 
1.54 
1.55 
3.08 

3.92 
3.46 
3.41 
3.32 

• United States data are unofficial figures compiled from Price Curnllt-Gra/n Reporter; Fort WlIliam and Port Arthur 
data are ofIlcial figures for net receipts furnished by Canadian Board of Grain Commissioners; Vancouver data are otIlclal 
figures compiled from Canadian Grain Statistics. United States and Fort William and Port Arthur figures begin with weeks 
ending Dec. 5, 1925, Dec. 4, 1926, Dec. 3, 1927, Dec. 1, 1928; Vancouver figures are for weeks ending one day earlier. 

• Receipts at Prince Rupert included. 
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TABLE IV.-INTEUNATIONAL TUADE IN WHEAT AND FLOUU, MONTHLY, JULy-MAUCH, 1928-29* 
(Million bushels) 

A.-NET EXPORTS 

c - 1 Arg'!ll' ~ou.·· .Jugo· ..._. . .. . .. I UnIted 
Month States Oanada IndIa Australia I tIna manIa Hungary Slavla Poland AlgerIa 'run Is Egypt --------- ------------------------

July ........ 5.13 35.92 1.19" 5.02 9.56 .04 .62 .17 (1.4]) , .58 .96 ( .44) 
Aug. ,_ ...... 13.94 29.18 .51" 4.43 6.51 .36 2.46 2.96 (,53)" .70 1.05 (.74) 
Sept. .... ' ... 21.25 30.89 .25" 2.79 8.29 . 2~) 2.38 2.03 ( .53)" .74 .78 (.73) 
Oct . ....... . 26·65 48.89 .05 4.55 12·00 .47 2.32 .58 ( .20)' .42 .56 (.75) 
Nov . ....... . 13.62 80.56 (l.36)' 5.93 12.73 .18 2.14 .22 ( .13)' .47 .41 (l.10) 
Dec. ....... . 10.97 53.22 (l.29) • 8.39 . .... .09 2.44 .06 (,20)" .45 . .. (l.37) 
Jan. ....... . 6.70 24.93 (6.50)' 18.66 ..... ... 1.58 . ... ( .18)' . .. . .. (l.60) 
Feb. . - ...... 7.18 19.19 (4.82)' 16.67 27.25 ... 1.55 . ... (.18) 'I ... . .. (1.50) 
Mar. I.·.··· . 7.90 27.37 .... . .... . .... ... . ... . ... .. .. ·1 . .. . .. . ..... 

B.-NET IMPORTS 

IrIsh UnIted Nether· scandl·1 SwItzer· I Czecho· I BaltIc 
Month ]o'ree St. KIngdom France Germany Belgium Italy lands navla land I Slovakia, States' Japan 

------------------------'---------

July ........ 1.37 19.36 3.26 6.96 3.68 8.57 1.71 1.78 1.41 I 1.33 .64 .63" , 
Aug . ....... . 1.42 16.44 4.41 6.67 3.73 5.33 2.25 2.67 1.12 1.57 .88 .45" 
Sept . ...... . 1.77 14.17 5.13 7.71 3.95 5·56 3.52 2.87 1.24 1.88 .90 .43" 
Oct . ....... . 2.09 13.44 4.31 7.15 3.39 7.44 2.52 2.55 1.50 2.52 1.31 .85 
Nov ......... .73 15.92 3.83 4.99 3.79 7.21 2·55 2.85 1.14 1.73 1.17 .64 
Dec. 0 •••• •• • 1.57 20.54 3.47 4.54 3.65 7.09 2·54 3.16 1.69 1.36 .81 1.40 
Jan. ....... . 1.44 18.13 . ... 4.43 2.89 6.96 2.80 2.78 1.30 1.25 .61d 1.96 
Feb. ,_ ...... 1.59 14.14 . ... 2.18 2.90 5.94 1.69 1.70 .46 .94 .54" 2.56 
Mar. . - ...... .... 18.14 .... .... .... .... .... . ... . ... 

I 
. ... . ... . ... 

• Data from official sourccs and International Institute of Agriculture. 
a Gross, not net. • Net import. c Finland, Esthonia, Latvia. d Excluding Latvia. 

TABLE V.-WEEKLY WHEAT AND FLOUU SHIPMENTS BY AREAS OF OUIGIN AND DESTINATION, 
DECEMBEU-MAUCH 1928-29* 

(Million busllels) 

Week ending North Argentina, Other II :1 
To I To il 

America Uruguay Australia Russia Danube India countries Ii Total 'I Europe ex·Europe I, 

Dec. 1 ........ 15.42 3.96 1.17 2.18 II II 
..... ... . .... 22.73 il 18.15 4.58 

8 ...... · .. 9.90 3.27 1.48 ..... .10 · .... 1.91 ;1 16.66 I! 12.44 4.22 
15 ........ 10.91 3.46 1.54 ..... .06 . .... 1.51 !i 17.48 ,I 13.14 4.34 
22 ........ 8.43 3.42 2.86 ..... ... ..... .86 :1 15.57 ,i 10.03 5.54 I' il 29 ........ 13.57 3.62 1.92 1.18 Ii 20.29 15.40 4.89 ..... ... .., .. 

!i 'I 
ii 

Jan. 5 ........ 11.17 3·46 4.42 ..... .06 . .... 1.06 " 20.17 il 12.78 7.39 
12 ........ 11.11 4.98 4.96 .92 21.97 I 15·64 6.33 ..... ... · .... j: ,I 

19 ........ 12.83 4.21 3.93 .11 .78 21.86 " 14.09 7.77 ..... . .... ii " I, 
26 ........ 10.38 5.62 4.75 .62 Ii 21.37 II 14.83 6.54 ..... . .. · .... iI 

" 

Feb. 2 ........ 11.33 4.54 
I ii 6.17 ..... . .. . .... .94 It 22.98 Ii 15·57 7.41 

9 ........ 11.26 7.01 4.40 ..... .66 :! 23.33 II 15.12 8.21 ... · .... i! ii 16 ........ 8.11 6.24 3.79 ..... ... ... , . .90 ! ~ 19.04 14.28 4.76 
23 ........ 9.39 6.76 3.78 .58 ;, 20.51 ,I 14.69 5.82 ..... ... · .... I' iI ,I 

II Mar. 2 ........ 9.69 7.26 4.12 .57 II 
21.64 14.66 6.98 ..... . .. . .... Ii 

9 ........ 7.10 10.30 3.98 .46 II 21.84 
II 

16.37 5.47 ..... ... . .... 
Ii 16 ........ 7.07 5.64 4.76 ... " .10 · .... .62 18.19 12.42 5.77 

23 ........ 8.14 8.15 3.63 .50 i ~ 20.42 " 15.63 

I 

4.79 ..... . .. . .. ,. 
Ii 30 ........ 8.69 5.45 3.46 .05 .41 :! 18.06 12.15 5.91 ..... . .... , 
II 

~ 
U 

. * Here converted from data in BroomhaU's Corn Trade News. BroomhaU's weekly figures do not always check with 
Ins cumulative totals, which presumably include later revis ions. Shipments from "other countries" apparently include 
a part of the shipments from the Danube and Russia in most weeks. 
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TABLE VI.-WEEKLY VISIBLE SUl'PLIES OF WHEAT IN NORTH AMEHlCA, UNITED KINGDOM POll'rs, AND 
AFLOAT '1'0 EUIIOPE, DECEMBEII-MAHCH 1928-29* 

--

I 

Afloat 
Date United OUlIuda V.l<. to 

f:ltat"R ports Europe 
---~-~- ------

Dec. 1 ......... 145.2 184.3 5.7 fJ3.5 
8 ......... 143·8 201.9 f>.0 59.0 

15 ......... 144.9 21:3.0 fJ.8 55.0 
22 ......... 145·!J 224.5 6.9 49.2 
29 ......... 14f>.8 227.3 6.2 54.4 

Jan. 5 ......... 14fJ.0 230.8 G.1 53.2 
12 ......... 142.:1 228.3 G.f> 57.6 
19 ......... 138.1 221.5 6.2 60.4 
26 ......... 13fJ.2 215.7 5.8 63.0 

(Mill/on busllels) 
-

II 
'l'otal Date United Oanada 

HtateR 
-------

398.7 Feb. 2 ......... 133.8 212.9 
410.7 9 ......... 130.9 210-.0 
419.7 16 ......... 130.0 204.9 
42f>.5 23 ......... 129.0 210.0 
434.7 

Mar. 2 ......... 130.0 201.6 
436.1 9 ......... 130.9 1!J7.5 
434.8 16 ......... 130-.0 1!J5.2 
426.2 23 ......... 12!J.3 192.5 
420.7 30 ......... 128.3 187.9 

Alloat 
U. I<. to 
ports Europe 

--------
fJ.fJ fJ4.8 
5.6 71.4 
6.4 70.1 
5.8 69.9 

6.0 70.0 
G.O 73.6 
6.4 71.3 
7.1 68.9 
7.4 70.9 

T otal 

--
41 
41 
41 
41 

8.1 
7.9 
1.4 
4.7 

40 7.6 
8.0 40 

4 
39 
02.9 
7.8 
4.5 39 

* United Stutes duta n,"e lJrud .. tree!' .. ; Cnnudlul1 duta from CrJllurlian Grain Stati.,Ues; Unlled Hlngdolll und Aflout dutu 
from Broomhull's Corn Trade News. Canudlan figures lire for the days preceding the dutes indicated In the above bible, 
and include stocks in some elevators for the preceding week, hut nrc adjusted to bring stocks In western country elevuto,.s 
to the correct week. 

TABLE VII.-WOHLD VISIBLE WHEAT SUPPLIES, APIIIL 1, 1920-29, AND MONTHLY, 1928-29* 
(Million bu.,hels) 

Alloat Argon. 
Date United Oanada Argen- Aus- United to North tina, U.K. and Grand Total eX-

States tina tmllll I{lngdom Europe America Australia afloat total Australia 
-------------- ------------------- ---- ---------
1920 Apr. 1 ....... 94.9 28.2 6.6 60.0 10.9 59.7 123.1 fi6.6 70.6 260.3 200.3 
1921 Apr. 1 ....... 51.7 40.G 3.7 73.0 18.4 58.2 92.3 7G.7 76.6 245.6 172.6 
1922 Apr. 1 ....... 69.4 fi3.3 4.8 50.0 6.5 65.9 132.7 54.8 72.4 259.9 209.9 
1923 Apr. 1 ....... 102.1 81.8 9.2 56.5 7.8 52.8 183.9 GS.7 fJO.6 310.2 253.7 
1924 Apr. 1 ....... 111.3 123.3 10.6 40.0 8.5 65.8 234.6 50.fJ 74.3 359.5 319.5 
1925 Apr. 1 ....... 108.8 8(}.0 11.4 63.0 11.7 84.1 188.8 74.4 95.8 359.0 296.0 
1926 Apr. 1 . ...... 82.0 99.0 fJ.6 30.5 7.7 46.0 181.0 37.1 53.7 271.8 241.3 
1927 Apr. 1 ....... 88.7 107.3 14.7 .53.0 5.0 75.7 19fJ.O fJ7.7 80.6 344.3 291.3 
1928 Apr. 1 ....... 110.1 14fi. 6 12.8 3f>.0 7.7 68.4 256.7 48.8 76.1 381.fJ 345.6 

1928 Aug. 1 ....... 88.1 fJ9.2 5.9 9.5 10.1 44.7 157.3 15.4 54.8 227.5 218.0 
Sept. 1 ....... 135.9 30.5 8.5 5.2 !t.5 43.7 166.4 13.7 53.2 233.3 228.1 
Oct. 1 ....... 181.8 7fi.5 7.3 3.4 7.8 41.1 258.3 10.7 48.9 317.9 314.5 
Nov. 1 ....... 204.4 155.1 7.3 1.3 5.9 50.3 359.5 8.6 56.2 424.3 423.0 
Dec. 1 ....... 208.0 169.5 4.4 8.0 5.7 63.5 377.5 12.4 69.2 459.1 451.1 

1929 Jan. 1 ....... 204.7 218.fJ 5.9 75.0 fJ.2 54.4 423.3 80.9 60.6 564.8 489.8 
Feb. 1 . ...... 186.7 208.2 10.3 76.5 6.5 64.8 394.9 8fJ.8 71.3 553.0 476.5 
Mar. 1 ....... 179.8 1!J5·2 12.8 fJ3.0 5.8 70.1 375.0 75.8 75.9 52fJ.7 463.7 
Apr. 1 ....... 173.1 177.1 14.7 53.0 8.0 71.0 3.50.2 G7.7 79.0 496.9 443.9 

Average. Apr. 1 
4.3 14.8 1910-14 ........... 84.0 37.6 12.4 53.2 121.6 19.1 fJ5.6 206.3 191.5 

1924-28 ........... 100.1 111.3 11.3 44.5 8.1 68.0 211.4 5.5.8 7fJ.1 343.3 298.8 
---~~.------ -----

* A joint compilation by BroomhaIl, the Dailll Market Iie f'Ol'd, Minneapolis, and the Dal/II Trade Bulletill, Chicago; 
here summarized from Broomhull's Corn Trade News and the TJailll Trade Bulletill. Includes some flour stockS. 
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TABLE VIII.-WEEKLY CASH PmCES OF REPIIESENTATIVE WHEATS IN LEADING EXPOIITING AND IMPOIITING 
MAIlKETS, DECEMBEll-MAIlCH 1928-29* 

(U.S. dollars per bushel) 

Unlterl Stutes (lanarla 

Month 
No.2 No.2 No.1 No.2 \ 
It"'l Hnrd Northern Amber No.1 No.2 Barletta No.1 No. ?, Arg'!n' 

WInter WlnuJf SprIng T}lIrurn ManItoba ManItoba (lllwnoA Manl· Munl· Pn"'lIe tIne AllA· 
(flt. (T{UIIAUR (Mlnn,,' (Mlnn,,· (Wlnnl· I (WlnDI· Alr"a) tohu tobu WhIte ROMate tralfan 

},ollla) Olty) apolfA) apolfB) peg) J)(!g) 
--------- ---- .----------- -------,----
Dec. 

.Jan •........ 

Feb ........ . 

Mar ........ . 

1.48 
1.41 
1.37 
1.35 

1.35 
1.41 
1.41 
1.42 

1.44 
1.8H 
1.41 
1.45 

1.88 
1.35 
1.8H 
1.8H 
1.30 

1.13 
1.11 
1.11 
1.10 

1.08 
1.08 
1.14 
1.lH 

1.17 
1.17 
1.18 
1.20 

1.18 
1.17 
1.1H 
1.17 
1.12 

1.17 
1.15 
1.15 
1.14 

1.15 
1.18 
1.22 
1.24 

1.25 
1.2G 
1.28 
1.30 

1.28 
1.25 
1.2G 
1.2G 
1.21 

1.17 
1.07 
1.10 
1.(yJ 

1.11 

1.22 
1.88 

1.82 
1.32 
1.29 
1.30 

1.2G 
1.29 
1.28 
1.23 
1.17 

I 
1.17 I 1.09 
1.17 1.09 
1.17 1.09 
1.17 1.09 

1.1G 
1.18 
1.21 
1.25 

1.25 
1.25 
1.28 
1.:n 
1.28 
1.27 
1.2H 
1.2G 
1.24 

1.07 
1.10 
1.18 
1.lG 

1.1G 
1.17 
1.20 
1.28 

1.20 
1.1H 
1.21 
1.1H 
1.1G 

1.18 
1.12 
1.12 
1.11 

1.10 
1.12 
1.14 
1.15 

1.14 
1.14 
1.lG 
1.lG 

1.15 
1.15 
1.15 
1.12 
1.12 

1.48 
1.47 
1.47 
1.47 

1.48 
1.4G 
1.4!) 
1.52 

1.58 
1.55 
1.54 
1.55 

1.54 
1.53 
1.52 
1.52 
1.49 

1.87 
1.37 
1.37 
1.:n 

1.3f) 
1.3G 
1.41 
1.48 

1.44 
1.45 
1.4G 
l.4!J 

lAG 
1.45 
1.44 
1.43 
1.40 

1.43 
1.42 
1.41 
1.41 

1.89 
1.40 
1.42 
1.48 

1.44 
1.48 
1.4f; 
1.45 

1.42 
1.40 

\ 

1.40 
1.41" 
1.38" 

1.28 
1.28 
1.27 
1.27 

1.27 
1.25 
1.30 
1.81 

1.81 
1.33 
1.81 
1.84 

1.82 
1.32 
1.30 
1.2H 
1.30 

1.44 
1.31 
1.41 
1.40 

1.38 
1.40 
1.42 
1.48 

1.42 
1.48 
l.4G 
1.4G 

1.44 
1.48 
1.41 
1.41" 
1.38" 

• United Stotes prices ore weekly overages of daily weighted prices for weeks ending Friday, compilNI from Crops and 
Markets. Canadian prices an, averuges for weeks ending Saturday, compiled from Canad;all Gruill Statistics. Liverpool 
prices urc for Tuesday of the same week, parcels to Liverpool or London, nnd arc frotl1 llroomhnll's Corn Trade News, 
except Pacillc White and Austrulian, whJch arc Friday prices furnished by the International Institute of Agriculture. 
Arg"ntine prices arc averages for weeks ending Suturday, from U('vista Sell/allat. 

"Tuesday prices from Broomhall's COI'II 1'l'ode New .•. 

TABLE IX.-MoNTHLY PmCES OF DOMESTIC WHEAT IN EUnOPE, FnOM AUGUST 1926* 
(U.S. dollar .• per bushel) 

Great BrItaIn France (Charters) Huly (Milan) Germany (Berfln) 
Month 

Aug ........ . 
St'pl. ...... . 
Oct. ....... . 
Nov ........ . 
Dec. , ...... . 

~~~!~~1~~~1~1~1~~ 

~-;;--;;-I~~~!I-;;-~~I~I~~ 
1.4H 1.43 1.19 I 1 .77 1.57 1.58. 2.03 1.73 1.81 I 1.71 1. G8 1.8G 
1. 48 1.37 1. 24 1.88 1.54 1. G1 i 2.21 1.77 1.88. 1.72 1. G2 1.38 
1. G2 1.32 1.28 1.9G 1.48 1. GO I 2.20 1.90 1.87 I 1.78 1.57 1.37 
1.55 1.2H 1.25 1.78 1.58 1.5G I 2.31 1.88 1.87 I 1.74 1.53 1.33 

.Tan ........ . 
Ft'b ........ . 
Mar. ....... . 
Apr ....... .. 
May ....... . 
.Tune ....... . 
.July ....... . 

i .. I 

i 
I .. i 

1.55 1.29 1.25 1.88 1.58 1.59 I 2.13 1.98 I.H2 i 1.72 1.52 1.35 
1.54 1.2G 1.27 1.81 1.5() 1.H4 2.11 U)4 I.HG 1.72 1.4H 1·40 
1.52 1.27 1.27 1.70 1.G5 l.GH 2.11 2.00 1.9!)" I 1.73 1.59 .. .. 
1.50 1.34 .... 1.82 1.74 .... 2.02 2.0H 1.7G 1.72 .. .. 
1.58 1.43 .... 1.91 1.87 .... 2.l(i 2.14 1.H2 1.73 .. .. 
1.H5 1.43 .... 1.88 1.85 .... I 1.9H 2.10 1.HGc 1.GG .. .. 
1.M 1.41 .... 1.81 1.76 ..... 1.80 1.77 Il.q. 1.GO .. .. 

i I 

~ ])uto for Greot Britoin lire averages of weekly average Gazelle prices as given in t1w Economist; for France, averages 
of Suturduy prJces furnished directly by Federol Hescrvc Boa I'd; for Italy, a"eruge" of Friday prices of soft wheHt as given 
l~l In/"I'IUllionai (;/'op Ueport and A(f1'icllllural Statistics; for G,'rnuIIlY, monthly average prices as given in Wirtschaft fwd 
81Ift/stUe. All datH Hrc conv(,rtcd, for convenience, from the domestic currency in which they are quoted in the "hove 
sources into U.S. money by monthly overugc exchunge rates. No quotation is signified by "n.q." 

"Three-week overagc. • Second half of August. c First half of June. 
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TABLE X.-WHEAT STOCKS IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA, MARCH 1919-29* 
(TJlOusand busJ>els) 

United States (March 1) II Oanada (March 31) 

Year In country Oommerclal 
Total On farms mills and visible Total On farms In In In 

elevators (Bradstreet's) elevators transit flour mIlIa 

1919 .................. 362,947 128,703 107,037 127,207 118,543 32,315 69,983 10,855 5,390 
1920 .................. 351,769 169,904 123,233 58,632 77 ,306 34,837 30,622 6,272 5,575 
1921 .................. 336,057 217,037 87,075 31,945 95,477 48,919 35,802 7,120 3,636 
1922 .................. 256,038 134,253 75,071 46,714 114,986 41,649 58,338 10,999 4,000 
1923 .................• 313,557 156,087 102,908 54,562 139,788 54,771 69,620 8,397 7,000 
1924 .................. 308,919 137,721 98,284 72,914 202,493 70,755 111,589 14,149 6,000 
1925 .................• 256,205 112,095 67,673 76,437 121,084 39,225 68,555 8,304 5,000 
1926 .................• 224,575 100,137 76,333 48,105 161,376 50,878 95,691 8,307 6,500 
1927 .................. 277,473 130,274 85,928 61,271 175,978 51,366 103,372 14,740 6,500 
1928 .................. 286,559 130,944 75,428 80,187 224,699 69,807 130,055 19,037 5,800 
1929 .................. 357,258 148,813 78,411 130,034 244,423 60,517 164,291 12,615 7,000 

* Bradstreet's visible, and official data of U.S. Department of Agriculture and Dominion Bureau of Statistics. See espe
cially Agriculture Yearbooks, Canada Year Books, Northwestern Miller, and press releases. 

TABLE XL-ApPROXIMATE DISPOSITION OF WHEAT SUPPLIES IN FOUR LEADING EXPORTING COUNTRIES, 
1924-25 TO 1928-29* 

(Million bushels) 

Unlted States (July-June) Oanada (August-July) 
Item 

I 1924-25 1924-25 1925-26 1926-27 1927-28 1928-29 1925-26 1926-27 1927-28 1928-29 
------------1-41 

------------

Initial stocks ................. 165 135 111 138 142 26 35 48 75 
New crop .................... 864 676 831 878 903 262 395 407 480 534 

---------------
1
30B ------------

Total supplies .............. 1,029 811 942 1,016 1,045 421 442 528 609 

Net exports ................... 258 95 209 194 140 192 324 292 332 430 
Seed requirements •............ 84 82 88 94 90 38 40 39 41 42 
Consumed for food ............ 479 492 492 505 507 42 42 43 44 45 
Unmerchantable, lost in } 

cleaning, fed on farms ...... 73 31 15 81 88 22 18 31 43 43 
Apparent error in crop estimate --17 -38 -11 -7 -16 
Stocks at end ................. 135 111 138 142 220 26 35 48 75 65 

------------ ---------------
Total disappearance ......... 1,029 811 942 1,016 1,045

1 
303 421 442 528 609 

Argentina (August-July) Australia (August-July) 
Item 

1924-25 1925-26 I 1926-27 1927-28 1928-29 1924-25 1925-26 1926-27 1927-28 1928-29 
-----------

Initial stocks ................. 66 56 61 65 70 38 36 30 41 40 
New crop .................... 191 191 221 239 300 165 115 161 117 159 

--------------- ---------------
Total supplies .............. 257 247 282 304 370 203 151 191 158 199 

--------- ------------
Net exports ................... 123 94 143 178 215 124 77 103 70 115 
Seed requirements •............ 23 25 24 25 26 11 11 12 14 14 
Consumed for food ............ 53 54 57 59 61 29 29 30 30 31 
Feed and waste ............... 2 10 3 3 4 3 4 5 4 5 
Apparent error in crop estimate. .. , +3 -10 -31 

} 64 { 
... ... ... .., 

} 34 Stocks at end ................. 56 61 65 70 36 30 41 40 
--------- ------------

Total disappearance ......... 257 247 282 304 370 203 151 191 158 199 

• Based so far as possible upon official estimates for the various items of supply and disposition. Estimates for 1928-29 
are preliminary. For detailed explanation of our method of estimation and adjustment of items in the disposition table, 
see notes in WHEAT STUDIES, V, 111 f. The Argentine crop figure for 1928 is our own approximation. 



WHEAT STUDIES of the FOOD RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
Special studies (exclusive of review and survey numbers) in Volumes II-V are listed below with 

prices. 

VOLUME II 
No.3. A National Wheat-Growers' Co-operative: lts Problems, Opportunities, and Limitations. Janu-

ary 1926. $1.50 
No.4. Protein Content: A Neglected Factor in Wheat Grades. February 1926. $0.50 
No.5. Price Spreads and Shipment Costs in the Wheat Export Trade of Canada. March 1926. $1.00 
No.7. Wheat Acreage and Production in the United States since 1866: A Revision of Official Esti-

mates. June 1926. $1.00 
No.8. The Decline in Per Capita Consumption of Flour in the United States. July 1926. $1.00 
No.9. A Selected Bibliography of Publications, 1920-25, Relating to the World Wheat Situation. 

August 1926. $1.00 

VOLUME III 
No. 1. American Importation of Canadian Wheat. November 1926. $1.50 
No.4. The McNary-Haugen Plan as Applied to Wheat: Operating Problems and Economic Conse

quences. February 1927. $1.00 
No.5. The McNary-Haugen Plan as Applied to Wheat: Limitations Imposed by the Present Tariff. 

March 1927. $1.00 
No.7. Comparative Levels of Wheat Prices in the United States and Canada. June 1927. $0.50 
No.8. India as a Producer and Exporter of Wheat. July 1927. $2.00 
No.9. Reactions in Exporting and Importing Countries to Changes in Wheat Prices. August 1927. $0.50 

VOLUME IV 
No.2. Statistics of American Wheat Milling and Flour Disposition since 1879. December 1927. $1.00 
No.4. Disposition of American Wheat since 1896. February 1928. $1.00 
No.5. Rye in lts Relations to Wheat. March 1928. $1.50 
No.7. The Objectives of Wheat Breeding. June 1928. $0.50 
No.8. British Parcels Prices: A World Wheat Price Series. July 1928. $1.00 
No.9. Ex-European Trade in Wheat and Flour. August 1928. $1.50 

VOLUME V 
No. 1. Forecasting Wheat Yields from the Weather. November 1928. $1.00 
No.4. The Place of Wheat in the Diet. February 1929. $1.00 
No.5. A Weighted Series of Cash Wheat Prices at Winnipeg. March 1929. $1.00 

RECENT CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE FOOD RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
(Reprints available free on request) 

G 39. "America's Agricultural Position and Policy," J. S. Davis. Harvard Business Review, January 
1928 

G 42. "The Future Food Supply of the United States," A. E. Taylor. Bulletin of the New York Acad
emy of Medicine, November 1927 

G 44. "Some Observations on Federal Agricultural Statistics," J. S. Davis. Journal of the American 
Statistical Association, Supplement, March 1928 

G 45. "The Agricultural Co-operative As Trade Association," A. E. Taylor. The Co-operative Mar
keting Journal, July 1928 

G 46. "The Export Debenture Plan for Aid to Agriculture," J. S. Davis. Quarterly Journal of Eco
nomics, February 1929. 

G 47. "The Application of the Theory of Error to the Interpretation of Trends," Holbrook Working 
and Harold Hotelling. Proceedings of tile American Statistical Association, March 1929. 

E 23. 

E 24. 

E 25. 

"Studies upon Wheat Grown under Constant Conditions-I," H. L. van de Sande-Bakhuyzen. 
Plant Physiology, January 1928 
"Specific Rotation and Phosphate Content of Cold-Water-Soluble Fractions of Ground Corn 
and Wheat Starches," John Field, II. Proceedings of the Society for Experimental Biology and 
Medicine, 1928 
"Observations on the Rennin Coagulation of Milk," J. B. Stone and C. L. Alsberg. Journal of 
Biological ChemistI·y, July 1928 

(More complete list on request) 



FOOD RESEARCH INSTITUTE PUBLICATIONS 

WHEAT STUDIES 

Each volume contains a comprehensive review of the world wheat situation during the preceding 
crop year (price, $2.00), three surveys of current developments (price, $1.00 each), and six special 
studies (variously priced, see inside back cover). 

Vol. I. December 1924-September 1925. 375 pages, bound in red buckram. Price $10.00 

Vol. II. November 1925-September 1926. 367 pages, bound in red buckram. Price $10.00 

Vol. III. November 1926-September 1927. 467 pages, bound in red buckram. Price $10.00 

Vol. IV. November 1927-September 1928. 404 pages, bound in red buckram. Price $10.00 

Vol. V. November 1928-September 1929. Ten issues. Subscription, including temporary binder, $10 
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